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Issues, events, and developments of current interest to state and local government

New Guide Addresses Issues Related to

Pregnant or Parenting Minors

Social Services for Pregnant and

Parenting Adolescents

he circumstances of youngsters

under eighteen years of age who
are about to be parents, or al-

ready are, raise interesting ques-

tions in several legal areas, including

provision of social services. As a group,

these young women (nearly all single,

under-age, custodial parents are female)

can benefit from considerable help from

their local department of social services

(DSS). Even a young woman who is

mature, bright, and competent for her age

usually lacks some of the resources she

needs, now or for the future—sufficient

income and education, housing, transpor-

tation, health care, employment, child

care, and child support, among others. For

these clients, their parents, their children,

and possibly their partners, DSS is a

crucial source of assistance.

A recent Institute of Government (lOG)

publication. Social Services for Pregnant

and Parenting Adolescents, addresses

some of the legal issues related to social

services. For example:

• Can parents put a pregnant minor

child out of their home?

• What are a pregnant or parenting

adolescent's rights to attend school or

community college, or to work?

• Are minors responsible for their

child's support? If not, who is?

• Must minors live with their parents to

be eligible for cash assistance?

• Does a young mother in foster

care have a right to have her child

with her? Must she surrender custodv

to do so?

• Who consents to adoption, health

care, and other matters for a minor's

child?

• If DSS staff learn that a minor has

been subjected to statutory rape, must

they report the crime to a law enforce-

ment agency?

The last question illustrates well the

complexity of the issues discussed in the

lOG guide. Section 7B-307(a) of the

North Carolina General Statutes requires

a DSS director to contact a law enforce-

ment agency within forty-eight hours if he

or she learns of a possible crime that may
have physically harmed a minor. Does that

mean a DSS director must report inter-

course involving a 13-, 14-, or 15-year-old

who apparently consented? Such an act is

a crime if the other partner is at least four

years older than the minor. But can inter-

course that is not known to have been

physically coerced do physical harm? Yes.

Pregnancy is a possible outcome, and it

has more-than-minimal medical risks,

particularly for very young women. Trans-

mission of disease, including HIV infection,

is another possible outcome.

In addition, DSS directors probably

cannot know, especially within forty-eight

hours, whether a minor's sexual activity

constitutes statutory rape alone or results

from greater coercion. Until a court rules

on the matter, DSS directors might be

prudent to share their information with a

law enforcement agency.

With financial support from lOG
and the Z. Smith Revnolds Foundation,

DSS staff, attorneys, and others have

received the lOG guide without charge.

It is the second in a series of five guides

that are planned on the subject of

pregnant and parenting minors. The text

of the guide and that of an earlier book

for health providers can be read and

printed from www.adolescentpregnancy.

unc.edu. For more information about the

series, contact Anne DelUnger, telephone

(919) 966-4168, e-mail dellinger@iogmail.

ioe.unc.edu.
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Training on

Relationsliips

between

Nonprofits and

Governments

J^ n March 2003 the Project to Streng-

I;- then Nonprofit- Government

M Relationships will again offer the

dli training session Navigating Non-
profit-Government Relationships. For the

first time, nonprofit staff are encouraged

to attend. Only government staff partici-

pated m previous sessions.

It's "a wonderful idea to bring non-

profits and government together," one

nonprofit liaison said. "This provides each

entity with an opportunity to understand

the dynamics of the other's work."

This will be the third offering of the

training session, which focuses on interac-

tions between city or county governments

and communir\'-based nonprofits. The

decision to include nonprofit staff came at

the encouragement of local government

participants from previous sessions.

School of Government staff organizing

the training include Gordon Whitaker,

Margaret Henderson, and Lydian Altman-

Sauer. Other trainers will be Gita Gulati-

Partee from the NC Center for Nonprofits

and Frayda Bluestein and Anita Brown-

Graham from the School of Government.

The training will be held in Asheville on

March 6-7, 2003. Participation will be

limited to 40 people. For more information,

contact Margaret Henderson, telephone

(919) 966-3455, e-mail mhenderson®

iogmail.iog.unc.edu.

Team Formed to Disseminate

Best Practices in IT Security

In
the last few years, many local gov-

ernments have implemented informa-

tion technology (IT) solutions to take

advantage of the Internet—for ex-

ample, systems for customers to pay utility

bills or request services, or for employees

at remote locations to communicate with

city hall or the courthouse. Yet according

to the Electronic Government 2002 survey

of the International City/County Manage-

ment Association, 55% of the local gov-

ernments responding to the survey ha\e

no Web-site securit)- policies or procedures

in place, and 67% of the respondents say

they have not changed their IT securiti,'

practices since the terrorist attacks of Sep-

tember 11, 2001. In many cases the lack

of security or the low level of awareness is

due to limited training and resources in

the local government.

To boost training and enhance re-

sources, members of the North Carolina

Local Government Information Systems

Association, staff of the Institute of Gov-

ernment's Center for Public Technology,

and faculty of the UNC-Charlotte College

of Information Technology have created a

Security Best Practices Team.

Over the next few months, the team

will identify areas in which local govern-

ments' IT systems are vulnerable to in-

truders, develop instruments to assess the

degree of vulnerability, and create tools

for cities and counties to use in hardening

their networks and servers against in-

truders. The team then will assist jurisdic-

tions that need help making their systems

more secure.

For more information, contact Tom
Foss, technical assistance manager with the

Center for Public Technology, telephone

(828) 322-1331, e-mail foss@iogmail.iog.

unc.edu.

Beginning with this issue of Popular

Government, the Institute of Gov-

ernment will publish three issues

per year instead of four. The seasons

of publication will be fall, winter,

and spring /summer. Unfortunately

we will have to maintain this cutback

as long as the state's budget problems

persist. We hope that PG will continue

to provide readers with timely and

informative articles about matters of

interest to them. —Editor

SUMMER 2002



North Carolina in 2000 was way ahead of

Florida in administrative structure of

elections, in recount and protest practices,

in procedures for ballot design and approval,

in maintenance of voter lists and allowing

of access to the polls, in handling of

absentee ballots, and in the capacity to

provide the immediate guidance that

election officials needed.

Above right: The

validity of absentee

ballots became an

issue in the 2000

election in Florida.

Right: To cut costs

ill the priiiiarx

election, a North

Carolina polling place

used old-fashiniied

paper ballots.
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Would North Carolina

Have Looked as Bad as Florida

on Election Night 2000?
Gary O. Bartlett and Robert P. Joyce

Florida looked bad on presidential

election night 2000 and in the

weeks that followed. Voter after

voter told of finding the ballots in-

scrutable or of being turned away from

the polls altogether. Elections officials

held punch-card ballots up to the light,

counting them one way in this county,

another way in that county. Lawyers

argued in the state trial courts, in the

state appellate courts, in the federal trial

courts, in the federal appellate courts

—

indeed, all the way to the U.S. Supreme

Court. Overseas absentee ballots

poured in for days after the election,

counted by one standard here and

another standard there. Through it all,

the minuscule gap between George W.

Bush and Albert Gore survived.

The whole \\'orld watched. Elections

officials in ever)- jurisdiction outside

Florida counted their lucky stars. They

recalled their bedtime prayer on the night

before each election: "Whoever wins, let

it not be close." If the election had been

as close in North Carolina as it was in

Florida, would we have looked as bad?

We have many of the same practices

and problems, and we would have faced

enormous challenges. We would have

made mistakes. Our hodgepodge of

\oting equipment of varying ages and

states of maintenance was much like

Florida's. Our difficulties in determining

\oter intent would have rivaled theirs.

But no, we would not have looked as

bad. North Carolina in 2000 was way
ahead of Florida in administrative

structure of elections, in recount and

protest practices, in procedures for ballot

design and approval, in maintenance of

voter lists and allowing of access to the

polls, in handling of absentee ballots, and

in the capacity- to provide the immediate

guidance that election officials needed.

This article summarizes what happened

in Florida and why it could not have

happened in North Carolina.

What Happened in Florida

The election of the president is not a

national election. Because of the

Electoral College, there are actually

fifty-one separate elections, one in each

state and the District of Columbia. As

the world watched on election night

2000, It slowly became clear that who-

ever won the Florida electoral vote

—

Bush or Gore—would become president.

Bartlett is exectittve director of the North

Carolina State Board of Elections. Joyce is

a School of Government faculty member
specializing in elections laiv. Contact them

at gary.bartlett@ncmail.net and Joyce

@

iogmail.iog.unc.edu.



As the night grew late, the television

networks called the election for Bush,

then withdrew the call. Gore telephoned

Bush to concede, then telephoned back

to withdraw the concession.

Protests and Lawsuits under the

Florida System

The first official tally showed that Bush

led by 1,784 votes out of 6,000,000

cast. That is a margin of three-

hundredths of one

percent—far, far

closer than the one-

half of one percent

margin that, under

Florida law, triggers

an automatic machine

recount. On Novem-

ber 8, a machine re-

count was carried

out, with each count)'

using its own tech-

niques; there was no

uniform guidance

from the Elections Di-

vision of the Florida

Secretary of State's

Office. As the counties

reported the figures,

the margin between

Bush and Gore, al-

ready unimaginably

small, shrank, reach-

ing a mere 375 votes.'

Then the legal pro-

ceedings began. The

sight was not pretn,-.

Florida law set up a bifurcated scheme

for challenging election results. Before

certification of the statewide count, a

candidate or a voter could file a "protest"

with the county canvassing board. The

count)' canvassing board (composed of

the supervisor of elections—an elected

official—a counn' court judge, and the

chair of the count)' commissioners) then

could conduct a sample manual recount

of one percent of the ballots (from at

least three precincts) and determine

whether a manual recount of the entire

county was called for. After certification

of the statewide count, a candidate or a

voter could file a "contest," which was

not an administrative proceeding in the

count)- but a lawsuit in the courts.

On November 9, acting under the

protest provisions, the state Democratic

With the latest innovation,

direct-record electronic

machines, voters must touch

the proper places on the

screen (as they do on a bank's

automatic teller machine)

and then touch the closeout

indicator.

party requested a manual recount of the

votes in four counties. The canvassing

boards in those counties conducted the

sample manual recounts. In Broward

County the count showed a net increase

of 4 votes for Gore; in Palm Beach

County, it showed a net increase of 1

9

for Bush. With results like these, all four

county canvassing boards, acting in-

dividually, voted to conduct countywide

manual recounts.

Soon the Palm

Beach County Can-

vassing Board became

concerned that it

could not complete its

full manual recount

and report the results

by the one-week vote-

I reporting deadline set

o in Florida law, so it

^ asked the secretary of

= state for guidance.

; Acting on a legal

^ opinion from her

Elections Division, the

secretary of state an-

nounced that the one-

week deadline was

firm and that she

would not accept any

returns of the manual

recounts received

after 5:00 P.M. on

November 14.

The Volusia Count)-

Canvassing Board

then brought a lawsuit

(in which other county canvassing

boards joined) in Florida state court

seeking a judgment declaring that it was

not bound by the November 14 dead-

line and directing the secretary of state

to accept late returns. On the day of the

deadline, the judge in this case ruled

that the canvassing boards of the state

could submit their manual returns after

the deadline and that the secretary of

state should exercise her judgment in

whether to accept them. "Just as the

Count)' Canvassing Boards have the

authority to exercise discretion in deter-

mining whether a manual recount

should be done," the judge said, "the

Secretary of State has the authorit)- to

exercise her discretion in re\-iewing that

decision, considering all attendant facts

and circumstances, and decide whether

to include or to ignore the late filed

returns in certifying the election results

and declaring the winner. "-

On receiving this opinion, the

secretary of state instructed the Florida

supervisors of elections to submit to her

by 2:00 P.M. the next day, November 15,

a written statement justih'ing any belief

on their part that they should be allowed

to submit returns after the November

14 deadline. Four counties submitted

such statements; the secretary of state

rejected all four. She then said that she

would rely on the totals submitted by

the November 14 deadline (that is, the

totals that did not include the manual

recounts) and would certify the election

results as soon as she had received the

certified returns of the overseas absentee

ballots from each county (an issue also

about to explode into a legal battle

—

discussed later).

Gore and the Florida Democratic

Party then went back to Florida state

court asking for an order compelling the

secretary of state to accept the returns

reflecting the manual recount. The judge

refused, and the Democratic forces ap-

pealed. The appeal was passed directly

to the Florida Supreme Court, where

it was combined with an appeal that

the Volusia County Canvassing Board

had made from its lawsuit. The Florida

Supreme Court directed the secretary

of state not to certify the election results

until it had heard the appeal.

That IS where matters stood one week

after the election. The legal wrangling

had just begun. This was only the

election protest. There remained an

election contest.

Voters Turned Away at the Polls

Meanwhile, a separate problem was

brewing, also not pretty. All across

Florida, but especially in counties w-ith

large African-American populations,

large numbers of potential voters

were saying that they had shown up at

the polls to vote but been unlawfully

turned away.

In 1997 the Florida state courts over-

turned the victory of a candidate for

mayor in \Iiami, finding that voter

fraud— in the form of ballots cast in the

name of dead people—contributed

significantly to his election. The Florida

legislature responded by directing the

POPULAR GO\'ERNMENT
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Elections Division of the Secretary of

State's Office to contract with a private

company to purge the voting rolls of

ineligible voters, including deceased

people, people adjudged mentally

incompetent, and convicted felons,

who, under Florida law, permanently

lose their right to vote. The company

that was awarded the contract

combined information from several

state databases—including those from

law enforcement, the Bureau of Vital

Statistics, and the Executive Board of

Clemency— to create a list of ineligible

people. The resulting list included more

than 40,000 possible felons.' After

discussions of how to trim that number,

the decision was made to go with a list

that included too many names rather

than too few."*

Two versions of this overinclusive list

were then sent to the county elections

supervisors, one in 1999, and one in

summer 2000. Under Florida law, su-

pervisors were to attempt to verif\' the

accuracy of the lists. The statute pro-

vided that "|if| the super\isor does not

determine that the information provided

b\- the division is incorrect, the super-

visor must remove [the voter's name]

from the registration books by the next

subsequent election."' State officials

MR.GoRe JAVi" A PI^£<^WMT
CUAD fiEP/i£.S£A/T^ THE PaiNT oF
A VOTE'S CONC£PTtoN At^D h^UST

Be CARRIED To FULL \/oTE STATUS

issued no guidelines to supervisors on

how to go about this statutory dut)'. As

a result, each supervisor established his

or her own policy.* Most supervisors

sent letters to possible felons on the list.

Some checked with clerks of court. In at

least two populous counties (Broward

and Palm Beach), the supervisors ig-

nored the list altogether.

In the months before the 2000

election, thousands of people who were

not dead or mentally incompetent or

not convicted felons were removed from

voter rolls." Many of them first learned

of their exclusion when they went to the

polls on election day. The burden fell

disproportionately on African-

Americans, who represented more than

65 percent of the names on the 1 999

and 2000 lists. In Miami-Dade County,

for example, white people account for

77.6 percent of the population but

made up only 17.6 percent of the 1999

felons list.^

Given the traditional tendency of

African-American voters to cast votes for

Democratic candidates in higher pro-

portions than voters generally do. Dem-

ocratic forces saw the adverse impact on

African-American voters from this purge

as a direct threat to Gore's chance to

prevail in the extremely close election.

Voters Confused by Ballot Layouts

The rules that govern the abilir.' of a

candidate to get on the ballot vary from

state to state. For the 2000 election,

D.veive candidates were on the presiden-

tial ballot in Florida. Each supervisor of

elections was responsible for designing a

ballot that would work on the kind of

voting equipment used in his or her

county and fit all the candidates" names

in limited space. There was no review

by anyone at the state level; each su-

pervisor worked alone."

In Palm Beach County, where punch-

card voting machines were used, the

supervisor of elections decided against

using a small typeface to solve the space

problem; too many of the voters in her

county were elderly. Instead, she designed

what came to be known notoriously as

the "butterfly ballot." The names of

some of the candidates for president

were printed down the left side of the

ballot, the names of others down the

right side. The punch holes where \oters

were to mark their choice ran in a single

row down the center. The first name

on the left side was Bush. The first

punch hole in the middle row was for

Bush. The second name on the left

side was Gore. But the second punch

hole in the middle row was not for

Gore; it was for the Reform Part>'

candidate Pat Buchanan, whose name

was listed first on the right side. The

punch hole for Gore was the third one

m the middle row.

In the days after the election, many
voters said that they had punched the

second hole, meaning to vote for Gore

but instead voting for Buchanan. With

only 337 registered Reform Part)

members in the county, Buchanan

recei\'ed 3,407 \otes, four times higher

than his total in his next-best count)- in

Florida. An additional 5,310 people

punched the holes for both Gore and

Buchanan, in\alidating their ballots as

"overvotes."'^' Further, more than

19,000 ballots in Palm Beach County

contained two punched holes for

president. .All 1 9,000 were disallowed."

In Duval County the supervisor

designed a multipage ballot in which

presidential candidates' names appeared

on both the first and the second page,

with an instruction to "vote all pages."

More than 21,000 voters apparently

FALL Z OO 2



took that instruction literally and voted

for presidential candidates on both the

first and the second page, invalidating

their ballots as over\'0tes.'- In sixr\--r\vo

Duval Count)- precincts with African-

American majorities, nearly 3,000

people voted for Gore dud a candidate

whose name appeared on the second

page of the ballot.'-'

In those two counties alone, 40,000

potential votes for president were not

counted. It seems certain that at least

some of those overvotes were caused by

voter confusion based on ballot design.

The Torturous Arrival of Absentee

Votes after Election Day

The main legal wrangling began on

November 8, when the Gore forces

began protests in four counties, seeking

manual recounts of ballots cast at the

polls on election day. That battle event-

ually went to the U.S. Supreme Court.

At the same time, a separate legal

battle was swirling. This one involved

absentee ballots cast by civilians and

military personnel overseas. It was to

constitute another example of count}'

canvassing boards setting their own
standards with no guidance from the

state, unequal application of the rules,

and nearlv endless confusion.

Florida conducts its primary

elections in September (followed by a

runoff primary, when necessary) and its

general elections in November. That

schedule provides a very short turn-

around time for elections officials to

tally the \otes and certif)- the results of

the primary and then start the proce-

dures for the general election. Especially

tight IS the time for mailing absentee

ballots and receiving them back. Florida

law used to require that, to be counted,

absentee ballots be received by the

supervisor by 7:00 p..\i. on election day.

In the early 19S0s, the federal govern-

ment sued the state, saying that the

short time between the primary and the

general election did not allow enough

time for overseas civilian and military

voters to receive, mark, and return their

absentee ballots. '* To settle the suit, the

state agreed to accept and count an

absentee ballot cast for a federal office

b\- an overseas voter if it was post-

marked, or signed and dated, no later

than election day and received no later

than ten days after the election. That is,

valid ballots could continue to come in

for ten days after the election. Those

rules were incorporated into regulations

in the Florida Administrative Code.''

Absentee ballots from Floridians in the

state or elsewhere in the United States

were not affected; they still had to be

received b\' election day.

On their face the requirements were

straightforward: ( 1 ) the voter had to be

overseas, (2) the ballot had to carry a

postmark or a dated signature no later

than election day, and (3) the ballot had

to be recei\'ed by the tenth day after the

elections.

In practice, though, the counting was

anything but straightforward. Immedi-

ately after the election, as explained

earlier, the Bush and Gore camps

focused their efforts on the legal battles

over manual recounts of ballots in the

four counties where Gore had initiated

his protest. Recognizing the incredible

closeness of the vote totals, however,

both camps also turned attention to the

incoming and not-yet-counted overseas

absentee ballots.

In general, both candidates figured

that Gore would get a higher percentage

of overseas civilian absentee votes. Bush

a higher percentage of the much more

numerous military ones.'" As ballots

began arriving, it became clear that

many did not bear postmarks, so it was

not possible to determine whether they

were mailed before or after election day.

Further, even though the administrative
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During

recounts,

witnesses for

the involved

candidates often

are present to

ensure that

officials folloiv

appropriate

procedures.

code provision said to count ballots that

were postmarked or signed and dated

before election day, only one of

Florida's sixty-seven counn- election

supervisors had provided a date line on

the ballots, so that provision was use-

less. Many ballots were even found to

be unsigned. Gore developed the

strategy of challenging absentee votes,

recognizing that Bush would probably

get a higher percentage of those that

were counted. By contrast, Bush pushed

for a looser interpretation of the absentee

rules, arguing that supervisors should

not insist on technical compliance in

ways that would disenfranchise voters.

To some extent in these arguments, both

candidates were taking positions incon-

sistent with their positions in the main

argument regarding manual recounts

—

in which Gore was arguing for a more

inclusive count, and Bush was arguing,

in effect, to cut off the recount process.

The Bush and the Gore campaigns

dispatched representatives to the county

elections offices on November 17 (the

tenth day after the election), when

the canvassing boards began counting

the absentee votes. In many cases there

were ballot-by-ballot arguments over

legitimacy. In some counties the canvas-

sing boards stuck to the literal wording

of the regulation (and to past practice)

and counted no ballots that lacked post-

marks or were postmarked late. In other

counties the boards counted some or all

of such ballots. In some counties the

boards counted ballots that had domes-

tic postmarks, on the (erroneous) belief

that some mail from overseas military

people ended up with domestic post-

marks. In other counties those ballots

were not counted. Fourteen counties

reopened their counts after lawsuits

were filed; the others did not.'"

Through it all, there was no guidance

from the state.

A Democratic lawsuit challenging the

acceptance of any absentee ballots after

election day was decided December 9 in

federal district court, '^ December 1 1 in

the federal court of appeals.''' The court

of appeals upheld the ten-day practice.

The next day, the U.S. Supreme

Court, ruling in the main, manual-

recount lawsuit, issued the final ruling

that brought all the matters to a close.

The Trouble with Voter Intent

"Pregnant chad," "hanging chad," and

"dimpled chad": those terms entered

the American consciousness in the days

following the 2000 election. They relate

specifically to the use of punch-card

voting machines and generally to the

concept of "voter intent."

With any kind of voting system,

voters must follow instructions in order

to have their votes properly counted.

On old-fashioned paper ballots counted

by hand, voters must make marks with

a pen or a pencil in the right places

beside candidates' names and then place

the ballots in the ballot box. With

mechanical-lever machines (antiquated

devices not even manufactured any-

more), voters must pull the levers beside

the desired candidates' names in all the

different races and then pull the final

locking lever to record the votes. With

punch-card machines, voters must use a

special implement to punch small holes

in the ballots along perforated lines to

indicate their choices (creating small

chads), and then feed the ballots into

the tabulator. With modern optical-scan

machines, voters must fill in the proper

spaces on the ballots beside candidates"

names, using a marker supplied by

precinct officials, and then feed the

ballots into the tabulator With the latest

innovation, direct-record electronic

machines, voters must touch the proper

places on the screen (as they do on a

hank's automatic teller machine) and

then touch the closeout indicator.
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Election Safeguards and Voter Confidence

No eleaion is perfect. Mistakes always haunt the process, and on rare occasions, fraud taints it. But North Carolina has built-in

safeguards that should give voters confidence.

The news nnedia try to report the names of winning candidates on the night of the election, but elections workers know that the

election isn't over till it's over—when the results are "canvassed" (closely examined) on the Friday after the election and the winners

are certified. Holding the canvass three days after the elertion provides time to count provisional ballots and to audit all ballots. It

also allows time for anyone concerned about possible errors to protest the election or request a recount.

Protests, Hand-to-Eye Counts, and the Power to Order New Elections: £ee County

Take the case of the 1 994 eleaion for District 1 5 in the North Carolina Senate. The election night total showed that one candidate

had won by only eight votes. A mandatory machine recount added 200 votes to the total count in one county in Distna 1 5— Lee

County How could that be?

At this point the trailing candidate took advantage of North Carolina's election protest procedures, initiating a protest. The county

board of elections heard the matter and voted to conduct a "hand-to-eye" (manual) count, in which humans recount all ballots,

even those the machines initially read. The candidate who had been leading after the initial count appealed that decision to the

State Board of Eleaions. The state board ordered that the hand-to-eye count go fonA/ard in Lee County.

The hand-to-eye count is available as a safeguard because voting machines can, under certain circumstances, count incorrectly

When optical-scan voting machines run across a ballot that they cannot read, they reject it, kicking it into a special repository

—

called the "outstack" or the "center bin"—to be hand-counted later This safeguard is intended to ensure that voters who mark the

ballot wrong still can have their votes counted. (Other types of voting equipment have similar built-in safeguards.)

The outstack safeguard does not always work. Sometimes an irregular marking by a voter will not cause the machine to kick the

ballot to the outstack but will "fool" the machine into counting or not counting the ballot in a particular way— perhaps not the way
the voter intended. Maybe the voter did not use the marker that the precinct official provided. Maybe the voter properly marked the

ballot in some of the races and improperly marked it in other races. Maybe the voter used some kind of indicator other than filling in

the proper place on the ballot. In addition, many voting machines are suspect because of age or poor maintenance.

In Lee County it turned out that the problem with the 200 extra votes was not a problem of improper marking of ballots or

malfunctioning machines. In the initial machine recount, officials had accidentally counted one outstack twice— even in a machine

recount, the outstack must be counted by hand—and that explained the extra 200 votes. The error was immediately corrected.

With the 200-vote discrepancy cleared up, a surprising new problem emerged. The Lee County hand-to-eye recount of all the

machine-counted ballots and all the outstack ballots yielded this result: across District 1 5 as a whole, the candidates were tied, and

there were two ballots on which the voter's intent could not be clearly determined. The county board reported these results back to

the state board.

The state board has the authority to determine the outcome of elertions. It also has an authority unique in the United States: if

justice demands, it can call for the people to settle the matter in a new eleaion. That is what the state board did in the Distna 1

5

situation. In other states the final appeal is to a court, which can determine the proper outcome. A decision rendered by the people

brings finality to the outcome, whereas a judge's decision can leave doubt.

Self-Policing: Gaston County
Inherent in eleaion laws is the assumption that all facets of the process will be conduaed honestly To preserve the integrity of

eleaions, there are processes and procedures to remedy potential problems. Voters can be challenged on their qualifications any

In Florida's sixD,"-seven counties, all

five kinds of systems were represented.

(Only one count}' used the old-fashioned

paper ballots, howe\er.

)

Every state has a choice in how to

count ballots: to insist that voters mark

the ballots correctly, or not ro require

strict technical compliance with instruc-

tions. States that make the latter choice

are said ro be governed by a desire to

honor a voter's intent. Florida was a

"voter intent" state. The relevant statute

provided that "[njo vote shall be de-

clared invalid or void if there is a clear

indication of the intent of the voter as

determined by the canvassing board."-
'

As the state supreme court expressed it.

'[S|o long as the voter's intent ma\' be

discerned from the ballot, the vote

constitutes a "legal vote" that should he

counted."-'

.A.S described earlier, on the first day

after the election. Gore forces started an

election protest in four counties, seeking

a manual recount of the ballots. In ef-

fect, they asserted that the machines in

those counties had failed to count votes

that \oters had intended to cast.

At the end of the first week after the

election—that is, by November l'^—the

protests begun by the Gore campaign

had succeeded in getting several coun-

ties to begin manual recounts, but the

secretarv of state had said that she

would not accept an\' returns after the

statutory seven-day deadline, November

14. The matter quickly made its way to

the Florida Supreme Court, which on

November 1
~ directed the state Elections

Canvassing Commission not to certif)-

the final results of the election until

further order of the court.

On November 21, r\vo weeks after

election day, the Florida Supreme Court

ruled that the secretary of state had

abused her discretion in refusing to ac-

cept returns from counties conducting

manual recounts, and ordered her to ac-

cept any such returns that came to her by

5:00 P.M. on Simday, November 16. Man-

ual recounts then continued in Broward,
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time the registration books are open and even on election day. Precinct judges hear challenges on voters and can summon local law

enforcement officers if problems arise. Laws on campaign finance disclosure ensure that the public has access to information

regarding money received and money spent. Most information in election offices is subject to public records laws and available for

public inspection. Additionally the intense interest with which the candidates, the political parties, and the electorate watch the

electoral process amounts to a safeguard.

In 1 998, Gaston County was using direct-record electronic voting machines for the first time. Before the election, officials

discovered some problems with the machines, and an upgrade was necessary. The machines were run through basic testing, but the

upgrades cut into time for additional testing for known "bugs."

Suddenly it was election night. The first sign of a bug appeared when the time came to report the totals. Nearly one-third of Gaston

County's precincts reported no votes because the cartridges that read the totals from the machines were not functioning. Another

facet of this bug was evident for the county at large: when the vote totals reached 32,000, the tabulators would not tally any higher.

The chair of the county board of elections opened the process up to all who wished to observe, as the computer experts opened

the machines and retrieved the source code that showed the proper vote totals. The internal drives that showed how each voter had

voted were intact and retrievable. Two statewide court of appeals races, one state House of Representatives race, and one local race

were close enough that they were determined by the data retrieved from the machines. Because of the safeguard of public scrutiny,

confidence in the way the matter was handled was high, and there were no election protests.

The Provisional Ballot: Rowan County
A long-time practice of county boards was to purge voter rolls to clean out deadwood. In Rowan County a voter was removed from

the roll for not voting in any elections over a cycle that included two presidential elections. This practice was later made unlawful

under the National Voter Registration Act of 1 993. When the voter arrived at the polls in a 1 995 election in the town of China

Grove, she was told that she was not on the roll. In other states she might have been turned away. In North Carolina, however, she

was allowed to vote a "provisional ballot"—a ballot that is put aside on election day and not counted unless it can be determined

that the voter should have been on the roll. In this voter's case, the board of elections had access to records that showed she had

been registered to vote in the county, had been removed under the old purge law, but had maintained continuous residence in the

county. The board determined that her provisional ballot should be counted. Without her vote the election would have ended in a

tie; with her vote, the winner's margin was one.

Conclusion

These safeguards and others are part of an electoral process in which all elements must work together. When one of the safeguards

IS overlooked, ignored, or circumvented, problems may follow. The weakest links can be threatened by stresses on the system:

• Funding cuts that overburden county election staffs

• Shortened cycles for absentee ballots

• Shortened cycles for ballot preparation and equipment testing

• Shortened cycles for recounts and for administrative hearings of election protests

• The challenge of finding experienced and skilled precinct workers

North Carolina's election process is strong. With these safeguards and the participation of the citizenry, it should withstand

the challenges.

Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach counties

(Volusia having finished), all counties

using punch-card voting machines.

No state guidelines existed on how
to conduct the manual recounts or how
to determine voter intent. If a voter

punched a clean hole in the proper place

in the ballot beside a candidate's name

(knocking the chad completely out), the

machine counted that vote. But what if

the voter pushed the chad so that it

hung by one or more corners (a hanging

chad), or pushed the chad out to a

certain extent but did not push it loose

(a pregnant or dimpled chad, depending

on how far out it stuck)? Which of those,

if any, counted as a vote?

Broward County got its returns to

the secretary of state by the November

26 deadline. Palm Beach County missed

by a few hours. In Miami-Dade the can-

vassing board concluded that meeting

the deadline was impossible and

stopped counting altogether. All other

counties with outstanding returns re-

ported them to the secretary of state,

and on the evening of November 26, the

Elections Canvassing Commission

certified the results and declared Bush

the winner by a margin of 537 votes."

The next day, Gore moved from

protest to contest, filing a new lawsuit

in Florida state court challenging how
the votes had been counted and seeking

a new round of recounting, this time by

state court judges. On December 4, the

trial judge ruled that Gore had failed to

make the showing necessary to sustain a

contest. Gore appealed to the Florida

Supreme Court.

That same day, in the protest case,

the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the

November 21 decision of the Florida

Supreme Court and sent the case back,

saying that the court had not dealt

sufficiently with issues of federal law. So

now both the protest and the contest

were in the hands of the Florida high

court.

On December 8, the Florida Supreme

Court ruled on Gore's contest. It held
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that the Elections Canvassing Commis-

sion should have counted 215 net votes

for Gore identified by the Palm Beach

Count)- Canvassing Board and 168 net

votes for Gore identified in the partial

recount by the Miami-Dade Count)'

Canvassing Board. Those two together

reduced the 537-vote Bush lead to 154

votes. Further, the Florida court ruled,

there were 9,000 ballots in Miami-Dade

Count)' that had never been reviewed

manually because that count)' 's canvas-

sing board had stopped counting when

it realized it could not finish by the

November 26 deadline. Those ballots

should be manually recounted immedi-

ately, the state supreme court said (along

with a statewide manual recount, if the

trial court so decided). It ordered the

trial court to make that happen.

The world once again held its breath.

Were there 154 net Gore votes in those

9,000 ballots.' If so, the entire election

would change.

The trial court judge immediately got

the recounts going. To avoid some of

the confusion and the chaos of the

earlier rounds of manual recounting, he

ruled that no one could object to how
particular ballots were counted. He
directed count)' canvassing boards

across the state to develop their own
protocols for going about the recounts.

He explicitly acknowledged that there

would be no specific, uniform standards

to guide the recounts.

On December 9, the U.S. Supreme

Court brought the whole process to a

stop. It stayed the December 8 decision

of the Florida Supreme Court. E.x-

plaining the stay. Justice Antonin Scalia

said, "Count first, and rule upon le-

gality [of votes] afterwards, is not a

recipe for producing election results that

have the public acceptance democratic

stabilit)" requires."-'

Three da)S later, on December 12,

the U.S. Supreme Court closed this

chapter in American election histor)'

when it ruled that the manual recounts

must not go forward because they were

being conducted under such une\en

conditions as to \iolate the Equal

Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution:

"|T]he standards for accepting or

rejecting contested ballots might vat)'

not onlv from count\' to countv but

indeed within a single county from one

recount team to another"-'' The Court

also objected to the Florida Supreme

Court's ordering a recount of "under-

\otes" (ballots on which the voter's intent

may not be clear) but not overvotes.

That very day was the federal statutor)'

deadline (the importance and the impact

of which was under debate) for the

states to report their selection of electors

to the Electoral College. That deadline

having arrived, the U.S. Supreme Court

said, there was no time to develop uni-

form guidelines for conducting the

manual recounts. Therefore the)' must

be stopped.

The recounts were over. Bush was

the winner.

Why North Carolina Would Not

Have Looked as Bad

Florida looked bad for man)' reasons:

• It lacked a state elections structure

that could quickly give accurate,

controlling guidance to the counties

on such matters as manual recounts,

and could effectively and efficientl)'

handle election challenges.

• When Gore started election protests

in four counties, elections officials

were unsure of their responsibilities

and powers and had nowhere to turn

for definitive guidance except the

courts.

• At the polls, voters in count)' after

count)' were perplexed h) inscrutable

ballots.

• Officials turned people awa\' at the

polls, affecting African-.Americans

disproportionatel)'.

• Overseas absentee ballots were pour-

ing in through the first week and a

half after the election, and no one

seemed sure just how to treat them.

• The state's hodgepodge of election

machinery failed to count some votes

that voters meant to cast.

If the election had been as close in

North Carolina as it was in Florida, we
would have done much better.

Our State Elections Structure

At the core of our state elections struc-

ture IS a central administrative authorit)'

— the State Board of Elections— that

Florida completely lacked. Our state

board is composed of three Democrats

and two Republicans (or vice versa,

when a Republican is governor),

appointed by the governor from lists of

nominees provided by the two parties.

The state board appoints an executive

director as the state's chief elections

officer

At the local level, North Carolina

has administrative arms— count)'

boards of elections— that Florida also

completely lacked. Each county board is

composed of two Democrats and one

Republican (or vice versa, when a

Republican is governor). The state

board appoints the members of the

count)' boards, again from lists supplied

by the parties. Each count)' board then

selects a count)' director of elections,

who, to be protected from the winds of

political influence, can be dismissed

only by the state board.

By state statute, "The State Board of

Elections shall have general supervision

over the primaries and elections in the

State, and it shall have authority to

make such reasonable rules and

regulations with respect to the conduct

of primaries and elections as it may
deem advisable."-' Count)' boards are

directed by statute to carry out the

instructions of the state board.-*"

So at the state le\'el. North Carolina

has a bipartisan board whose members

are appointed from lists of names

supplied by the parties. The closest

structure in Florida was the Elections

Canvassing Commission (composed of

the governor, the secretary of state, and

the head of the Elections Division of the

secretary's office), but its onh' job was

to certif)' election results. Florida's chief

elections official was the secretary of

state, an official elected in a partisan

election. North Carolina's chief official

is an appointee of the bipartisan board.

At the county le\el too. North

Carolina has a bipartisan board

appointed from lists supplied b)' the

parties. The closest structures in Florida

were the precinct-level election board

(appointed by the supervisor before

each election), which conducted the

elections and reported results to the

super\'isor but had no authority over

him or her; and the count)' canvassing

board (composed of the county

elections supervisor, the chair of the
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Fixing Weaknesses in the System

North Carolina's fundamentally sound elections system has some notable

weaknesses. To continue to ensure fair and efficient elections, we must do the

following:

• Find money for counties to replace aged voting equipment with up-to-date,

fully accessible technology

• Recruit precinct workers from all age groups and races, reflecting the makeup

of the community

• Involve universities, community colleges, and public school systems in

supplementing the training of precinct workers and in providing civics

education for all citizens

• Improve voters' education on the importance of voting and on the basics;

where to vote, how to vote, and in what districts they reside

• Guarantee fair market salaries for county elections directors and their staffs

• Ensure that county elections offices are adequately staffed

• Find money for the State Board of Elections to assist county boards with the

heavy burdens imposed by law in maintaining the accuracy of voter

registration lists

• Keep the statewide elections computer system up-to-date, and expand its

capacity to bring to reality instant, paperless, electronic entry of voter

registrations, through the acceptance of digitized signatures when voters

register at the Division of Motor Vehicles, the Employment Security

Commission, and other public agencies

• Support a legitimate test case for the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit Buckley v.

Valeo, a 26-year-old decision that effectively constrains state regulation of

campaign contributions^

• Provide a computer terminal in every county board of elections office, for the

public and news media to review campaign finance reports and for candidates

and parties to file campaign finance reports electronically

Note

1, Buckley V. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).

county commissioners, and a judge),

which was not a regularly convening

board with full authorit>' to conduct

elections. In North Carolina the chief

count)' elections official, the director, is

selected by the bipartisan county board

and can be dismissed only by the

bipartisan state board. In Florida the

county elections supervisors were

elected in partisan elections, so some

earned their offices as Democrats,

others as Republicans.

Without the guidance of a central

state board, the Florida elections

supervisors and canvassing boards were

on their own and went adrift at some

very critical junctures and over some

very basic issues. For instance, on the

day after the election, when Gore began

his election protest, the Palm Beach

Count)' Canvassing Board was uncertain

whether it had the authority to conduct

a manual recount of all the ballots. It

asked Florida's secretary of state and

attorney general for opinions and got

conflicting answers. Unsure what else

to do, it went to court to get a ruling

and ended up as a party to a lawsuit

that went all the way to the U.S. Su-

preme Court. In North Carolina a

county board similarly unsure of such

a basic question could have gotten an

immediate, direct, and definitive answer

from the office of the State Board of

Elections, binding on the county board.

There would have been no need for

a lawsuit.

Our Election Protest Procedure

A main contributor to Florida's woes

was its awkward procedure for pursuing

an election challenge. As explained

earlier, it used a bifurcated system:

protests before certification of results,

contests after. Gore initiated both kinds

of challenges. So legal actions were

going on simultaneously in the highest

courts of the state and the highest court

of the nation on the protest and on the

contest. For the American public,

keeping matters straight was difficult.

In North Carolina the procedure

would have been much simpler and

much easier to understand.-' We do not

have a bifurcated scheme. We have one

proceeding, called a protest. The

election results are not certified until

this protest proceeding is completed. It

may be begun by any voter or candidate,

with the filing of a complaint with the

county board of elections. If the county

board determines that there is reasonable

cause to believe that a violation or an

irregularity has occurred, it conducts a

hearing, to which it may subpoena

witnesses, who testify under oath. The

county board then makes findings of

fact and conclusions of law and issues

an order. The decision by the county

board may be appealed to the State

Board of Elections. The state board may
then make its decision on the basis of

the record of the hearing by the county

board, or it may hold its own hearing.

In its decision it may order votes

recounted or order totals adjusted to

correct for mistakes. In the most serious

circumstances, it may order new
elections. Only after the state board has

issued Its decision may the matter be

appealed to a court. By statute the

appeal goes to just one superior court

—

Wake County.

The North Carolina procedure has

many advantages over the Florida one.

First, since there is one proceeding

instead of two, there cannot be

duplicative activities going on at the

same time.

Second, since the state board cannot

certify the election results until the

protest has been decided, the Florida
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situation of already-certified results

being tried in court cannot happen.

Third, all count)' hoards conducting

protest hearings work under the same

rules and get the same directions from

the state board. If the elections board in

Forsyth Count)' (to use an arbitrary

example) were faced with a protest filed

by Gore and were for any reason unsure

of its powers and obligations, it would

simply seek guidance from the state

board and be bound by the guidance

that it received. By contrast, when the

Palm Beach Count)- Can\-assing Board

needed advice, it asked both the sec-

retar)' of state and the attorney general,

and when it received conflicting advice,

it went to court. That simply would not

happen in North Carolina.

Fourth, if the same issue were pre-

sented to several count)" boards at the

same time I say, to those of Buncombe,

Cumberland, \Iecklenburg, and New
Hanover), just as Gore started protests

simultaneously in Broward, \liami-Dade.

Palm Beach, and Volusia cotmties, the

state board could give consistent instruc-

tions to all the boards and could, if cir-

cumstances required, simply consolidate

the hearings from the count)' boards

and conduct one unified hearing itself.

Our Ballot Review Procedure

In Palm Beach Count)", acting in good

faith and with the best of intentions, the

elections supenisor designed a ballot

that led 19,000 voters in her count)'

alone to punch r\vo holes in the presi-

dential section, completely invalidating

their presidential votes. To her credit,

the supervisor had shown the ballot

design to local leaders of both panies

beforehand, and they had expressed no

reser\'ations. But she did not show it to

anyone with elections expertise. ^X'hy

not? Because there was no requirement

that she do so, and no one to respond if

she had asked.

The situation in North Carolina is

completely different and \astly better.

Before even- election, all 100 count)'

directors of elections send their ballot

designs to the State Board of Elections

office.-^ There the designs are reviewed

for fairness and ease of use. Would the

butterfly ballot have been rejected? That

cannot be answered with certaint)'; no

one now in the state board office

remembers a butterfly ballot ever being

submitted. But if one had been, there is

an excellent chance that an experienced

hand at the office would ha\e said,

"This looks confusing to me.""

Our Procedures at the Polls

What about all the potential voters who
were turned away at the polls on elec-

tion day in Florida? Could the North

Carolina situation have been just as bad?

No, for three reasons.

First, the bipartisan State Board of

Elections would never have approved

the use of a computer matching system

for purging the voter rolls that was so

grossly overinclusive, leading to the

removal of names of people who were

clearly alive, sane, and nonfelonious.

Second, in Nonh Carolina, the

counties remove names from the voter

rolls only according to precise and de-

tailed instructions from the state board.

In Florida each count)' supen'isor was on

his or her own to figure out what to do

with the computer hsts. Some directly

used the lists to wipe voters off the rolls;

others held individual hearings on names

listed; still others just threw the lists

away. North Carolina's counties would

all have been given the same instruc-

tions and would have been answerable

to the state board for any deviation.

Third, and most important, we just

do not turn people away at the polls as

they did in Florida. There, if a person's

name did not appear on the voter roll

(because it had been removed according

to the computer lists or otherwise) and

the poll worker could not get in touch

with the election supervisor's office to

clear the problem up, the person was

turned away. His or her vote was simply

lost. In North Carolina, if a voter asserts

that he or she is properly registered in

that precinct but his or her name is not

on the voter roll, the precinct worker

will try to clear the matter up. If it

cannot be resolved, however, the voter

/s )iut turned Liii\iy. Instead, the voter

may cast a "'provisional ballot"— that

is, a ballot that is secretly marked like

all other ballots but is then stored apart

from regular ballots with the other

pro\isional ballots. At a later time, after

the polls have closed, the voting status

of all those who have cast provisional

ballots is reviewed bv the counr^' board.

The ballots of those who were properly

registered are then counted.

A voter previously on the roll who
has somehow been erroneously

removed would not be turned away.

Our Absentee Ballot Situation

Florida"s procedures, growing out of a

twent)-year-old lawsuit settlement,

required count)- canvassing boards to

count overseas absentee ballots for ten

days after the election, as long as the)'

had been postmarked or signed and

dated by election day. With the margin

so extraordinarily close, both sides

realized that these hundreds of votes

could make the difference in the

election, and both sides pressured the

count)' boards to be more (or less)

insistent on the postmark and signature

requirements in accepting individual

ballots. The count}' boards across the

state responded with inconsistent and

uncertain practices.

The problem stemmed from the fact

that Florida's September primary is so

close to its November general election

that there is not time to get the overseas

ballot applications in, the ballots out,

and the returned ballots back before

election day. In North Carolina, there is

time between the May priman' and the

November election to process overseas

absentee ballots.-" The deadline is the

close of polls on election day, the

deadline set in general federal law.

Our Guidelines on Voter Intent

In January 2001 the Georgia secretary

of state (that state's chief elections

officer) wrote.

Could Florida's problems lust as

easily have been Georgia's problems?

The answer is unquestionably yes.

Like Florida, we have several

different voting technologies. Like

Florida, counties in Georgia have

different methods of counting votes,

with differing levels of accuracy. Like

Florida, tens of thousands of voters

cast ballots that did not register a

choice in the presidential race.^"

The Georgia secretary of state was

focusing on the Florida problem that ul-

timately led the U.S. Supreme Court to

stop the recount procedure: methods of

counting votes that varied from count)'
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to county, without definitive guidelines

and standard practices. This problem was

tied to the state's election equipment.

As noted earlier, in 66 of Florida's 67

counties, four voting-machine systems

were in use: mechanical-lever machines,

punch-card ballots, modern optical-scan

machines, and touch-screen machines.

Each system has its problems, but

punch-card ballots caused the greatest

hue and cry in Florida.

Under any of these systems, voters

may intend to vote but mark their

ballots in ways that the machine cannot

read: they may not pull the mechanical

lever all the way down, not punch the

chad completely out, not use the special

marker to fill in the right blank, or not

touch the screen in the right place. If

this happens, the voter has not voted in

that race, and the ballot is considered an

undervote. Or the voter may mark two

candidates in the same race, thus casting

an overvote. The machine will not

count a vote for that voter in that race.

It is generally accepted that in the

overwhelming majority of cases, over-

votes are accidental, but the situation

with undervotes is more complicated."

Voters may intentionally decide not to

cast a vote in a particular race, but this

effect is usually found in races for of-

fices lower on the ballot, not a phenom-

enon expected in a presidential race.

One study of the 2000 election in Cali-

fornia (covering 46 of the state's 58

counties) found the overvote rate in the

presidential election to be 0.35 percent

and the undervote rate to be 1.34 per-

cent, for a combined total of 1.69 per-

cent.'- That means that 98.31 percent

of voters cast valid, countable votes in

the presidential race.

Some studies undertaken since the

2000 election have indicated that these

problems are spread across several types

of voting machines." Other studies have

indicated that punch-card voting ma-

chines have a measurably higher rate of

these kinds of errors.''* As a result, a

number of jurisdictions, including Flor-

ida and Georgia, have decided to do

away with punch-card voting.''' In 2001

the North Carolina General Assembly

passed legislation prohibiting counties

from adopting punch-card machines,

and directing counties that now have

them to replace them by 2006.'" It also

specifically outlawed the use of butterfly

ballots.'"

In the 2000 election. North Carolina

used all the same voting systems that

Florida—and Georgia— did. We contin-

ue to use them all today.

F^owever, in its i

December 12 decision

stopping the recount

process, the U.S. Su-

preme Court focused

on the fact that the

recounts that were

under way varied

from count)' to coun-

ty in their guidelines

and procedures. The

Court was careful to

note that it was not

immediately con-

cerned about counties

using different kinds

of machines: "The

question before the

Court is not whether

local entities, in the

exercise of their ex-

pertise, may develop

different systems for

implementing elec-

tions."'** Rather, the

Court was concerned

that the counties were

counting without uniform guidelines:

'instead, we are presented with a

situation where a state court with the

power to assure uniformity has ordered

a statewide recount with minimal proce-

dural safeguards."''*

The Georgia secretary of state clearly

thinks that the problem could have been

just as bad in Georgia. The problem did

arise in North Carolina on election

night in 2000, but we handled it in the

regular course of business. Watauga

County uses the same punch-card voting

machines that proved so problematic in

Florida. In the November 2000 election,

five seats on the county board of com-

missioners, all elected at large, were on

the ballot. The five-highest vote getters

would be elected. Two Republicans and

two Democrats were clearly the top

four, but for the fifth seat, just eight

votes separated uvo candidates, one of

each part\'. The one who trailed requested

a machine recount, to which he was au-

tomatically entitled by the narrow mar-

We as a state have chosen

not to disenfranchise voters

because of a lack of technical

compliance with voting

instructions.

gin. The machine recount resulted in a

different outcome: the candidate who
had initially trailed by eight votes led by

two. The now-trailing candidate re-

quested a manual recount.

The Watauga County director of

elections, aware of the

difficulties of the cir-

cumstance, contacted

the State Board of

Elections office—

a

luxury that the su-

pervisors in Florida

did not enjoy. The

state board staff went

over the appropriate

procedures with her.''*

Those procedures

contain guidelines for

counting punch-card

ballots—just what the

U.S. Supreme Court

said Florida lacked.

First, the guidelines

provide that the voter's

intent be the deter-

mining factor. We as a

state have chosen not

to disenfranchise

voters because of a

lack of technical

compliance with

voting instructions.

Second, the guidelines provide that

overvotes for a particular office not be

counted for that office. Third, the

guidelines provide detailed instructions

on how the counting teams are to be

assembled and how they are to handle

the ballots.

Most important, the guidelines con-

tain specific directions on undervotes:

how to determine the voter's intent when

the chad has not been cleanly punched

out in a way that the machine can count.

They require the counters to consider

the entire ballot and the way in which

the voter has punched it in the different

races. If there is a consistent pattern

—

if, throughout the ballot, there are

pregnant and dimpled chads, for example

—then pregnant and dimpled chads are

to be counted. The pattern indicates

that is simply the way this voter marked

his or her ballot. On the other hand, if

the chads are cleanly punched in all

races but one, and there is a dimple for

that one, it is not to be counted. The
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voter clearly knew how to mark the

ballot. It should not be inferred that he

or she meant to indicate a vote where

the dimple is.

These are just the kinds of instructions

that Florida lacked and that led the U.S.

Supreme Court to its conclusion that

equal protection was being violated in

that state.

An Adaptable System in an

Imperfect World

In any election, machines may malfunc-

tion, voters may make mistakes, elections

officials may slip up. When the vote is

as close as it was in Florida in 2000

—

and when the stakes are as high as they

were then—such problems are magnified.

Florida suffered from an elections

structure that could not quickly give

accurate and controlling guidance to

local officials who desperately needed it,

from an awkward election protest

scheme, from ballot designs that were

not reviewed by anyone with expertise

and experience, from a voter-list system

that turned people away at the polls,

from an absentee ballot system that

unmercifully stretched out a confused

situation, and from election machinery

vulnerable to undervoting.

On every point the North Carolina

structure and practice are superior. We
have an administrative structure with the

necessary authority and flexibility, more

streamlined and understandable election

protest and absentee ballot procedures,

a system for review of ballot designs for

fairness and ease of use, a provisional

ballot system that protects people from

being turned away at the polls, and state

guidelines on determining voter intent.

On election night in 2000, we made

mistakes. We have done so in every

election in the past, and we probably

will do so in e\ery election to come. But

North Carolina will never look as bad

as Florida did that dreadful November.
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Emerging Issues: National Origin

Discrimination in Employment
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Give me your tired, yoitr poor.

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.

The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me.

I lift my lamp beside the golden door!

—Inscription from Statue of Liberr\''
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Over the past decade, the United

States of America has welcomed

more than 9 million legal immi-

grants.- In the year 2000, nearly 51

million temporary visitors came to the

United States as tourists, business people,

students, exchange visitors, specialized

workers, and others.' Further, the

Immigration and Naturalization Service

estimates that in 1996 there were more

than 5 million illegal immigrants in

the country."*

This information underscores the

special history of the United States.

Almost all Americans can cite foreign

countries as the homelands of their

ancestors, who traveled to the land of

opportunit)'. Such immigration has re-

sulted in the much-used descriptions of

America as a "melting pot" and "tossed

salad." This shared history of starting

anew has given America a national

character unlike any other country.

Accepting people from other places is

ingrained in the national psyche.

North Carolina also is undergoing a

shift in population demographics due to

immigration. Within the state. Latinos

are the fastest-growing population

group.' North Carolina ranks fifth in

the nation in the number of migrant and

seasonal farm workers.

Despite the country's long history

of welcoming immigrants, the terrorist

attacks on September 11, 2001, have

affected each American individually and

all Americans collectiveh'. Many are

more suspicious of "strangers"

—

anyone who does not seem American

—

even as heterogeneous as Americans
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are. More telling, Americans ha\-e

witnessed a retraction of tiieir personal

liberties in response to the tragedy.

They must submit to increased securin.'

checks as they travel, and many are

more suspicious of those traveling

with them."

At the federal level. Congress has

enacted the USA PATRIOT Act, which

gives broad authorir\' to law enforcement

officers to monitor and arrest people

allegedh' linked to terrorist acti\-ities,

restricts the ability of some people to

work in certain en\ironments or with

certain material, and allows disclosure

of students" and employees" records to

federal law enforcement officers

without their consent."

At the state level. North Carolina has

been implementing a multifaceted re-

sponse to potential bioterrorism attacks

since 1999. Through its Division of

Public Health, the state has dedicated

resources to de\eloping a statewide re-

sponse plan, has conducted bioterrorism

training for local governments, and has

pro\'ided technical assistance to local

governments de\eloping their o\\'n re-

sponse plans. The state also has author-

ized funds for forming regional teams to

conduct public health surveillance, for

purchasing information technology

linking every local health department to

the federal Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention"s Health Alert Network,

for expanding the state"s public health

laboratory, and for creating a state

bioterrorism team composed of experts

in law enforcement, health, natural

resources, environment, agriculture,

transportation, research, and informa-

tion technology.*

Additionally, North Carolina has en-

acted a law creating a statewide registr\-

of laboratories that keep biological and

chemical agents." The law establishes

civil penalties for those who violate the

registry requirements."'

Most recently the state has received

federal funds that will be used to imple-

ment a hospital bioterrorism prepared-

ness program, to continue to develop

and expand critical public health infra-

structure, to re\-iew state laws to deter-

mine whether they provide for an

adequate public health response to

bioterrorism, and to conduct planning

and training efforts."

"^"ith this background it is not sur-

prising that questions related to discrim-

ination based on national origin have

arisen. This article addresses the laws

prohibiting national origin discrimination

in employment, sur\'eys relevant cases,

and suggests steps that public-sector

employers can take to demonstrate their

commitment to diversiD." and tolerance

in the wxirkplace. .

Federal Laws and

Regulations on

National Origin

Discrimination

Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act

The comprehensive

federal law prohib-

iting discrimination

in employment is

Title MI of the Civil

Rights Act.'- It ap-

plies to all public and

priwite employers

with more than fifteen

emplo}'ees. Section

2000e'-2ofTide\lI

makes it unlawful for

employers to fail to

hire, refuse to hire,

discharge, or discrim-

inate against people

because of their race,

color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Further, employers ma)* not "limit,

segregate, or classih'"" employees or job

applicants m any way that would deprive

them of employment opportunities or

adversely affect their status as an em-

ployee, because of their race, color, re-

ligion, sex, or national origin.

"National origin'" is not defined in

the statute. However, the Equal Em-

ployment Opportunity' Commission

(EEOC), the agency that enforces Title

MI, has issued detailed regulations

interpreting the statute, which give

more substance to the term. The EEOC
defines "national origin discrimination""

as denial of equal employment opportu-

nir\- because of a person's, or his or her

ancestor"s, place of origin; or because a

person has the physical, cultural, or

linguistic characteristics of a national

origin group.'' Through this definition

Despite the country's long

history of welcoming

immigrants, the terrorist

attacks on September 11,

2001, have affected each

American individually and all

Americans collectively.

one can infer that national origin encom-

passes accent, affiliation, "alienage"'

(alien status), ancestry, and appearance.

There are some exceptions to this

broad prohibition on discrimination.

For one, an employer may refuse to hire

or promote a person, regardless of his

or her national origin, when perform-

ance of the duties of the position, or

access to the premises

where any of the

duties are to be

performed, is subject

to any federal require-

ment imposed in the

interest of U.S. na-

tional securit}', and

the person in question

does not fulfill that

requirement.'^ Note

that this national

securiD.' exception is

not limited to national

origin but includes

any restriction im-

posed by the appli-

cable federal statute or

executive order

An employer also

may refuse to hire or

promote a person

because he or she fails

to meet a bona fide

occupational qualifi-

cation (BFOQ). A
"BEOQ" IS a require-

ment reasonably necessary to the nor-

mal operation of a particular business

or enterprise. For example, a restaurant

ma)' impose certain hairsr\'le restrictions

to ensure compliance with state health

codes, and such restrictions may affect

certain ethnic or religious groups.'"' The

EEOC narrowly interprets the BFOQ
exception, however. If an employer

adopted a policy restricting employment

of people of a particular national origin,

the employer would have to demon-

strate how the polic}' was necessan' to

the normal operation of its business.

There are few positions or services in

\\'hich a particular national origin will

interfere with the normal operations of

an employer, including a go\'ernment

agency or a public school or universit)'."

The EEOC also has defined the t^'pes

of characteristics protected by Title \TI.

The EEOC closelv examines charges
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alleging that individuals have been

denied equal employment opportunity

because of such national origin consid-

erations as the following:

• Marriage to or association with

people of a national origin group

• Membership in, or association with,

an organization identified with or

seeking to promote the interest of

national origin groups

• Attendance at or participa-

tion in schools, churches,

temples, or mosques

generally used by persons of

a national origin group

• A person's name or his or

her spouse's name being

associated with a national

origin group'"

Additionally, EEOC regula-

tions prohibit harassment based

on national origin, using the

same standards as those applied

to sexual and racial harass-

ment.'*^ Further, EEOC regula-

tions presume that requiring

employees to speak only

English in the workplace, if

applied to all employees all the

time, is a burdensome term of

employment, and prejudices a

person's employment oppor-

tunities on the basis of national origin.'''

English-only requirements are discussed

further on page 21.

Immigration Reform and Control Act

The Immigration Reform and Control

Act (IRCA) not only prohibits national

origin discrimination-" but also

prohibits discrimination on the basis of

citizenship against citizens or nationals

of the United States and "intending

citizens."-' To claim protection under

the act, a noncitizen must be an alien

who ( 1 ) has been lawfully admitted as a

permanent resident, (2) has been

lawfully admitted as a temporary

resident, (3) has been admitted as a

refugee, or (4) has been granted

asylum.-- The protections granted by

IRCA do not apply to aliens who do not

seek naturalization within certain time

limits.-'

IRCA applies to all public and pri-

vate employers with three or more em-

ployees. However, IRCA specifically

addresses any potential overlap with

EEOC complaints, providing that an

employer facing a charge of discrimina-

tion under Title VII will not face a charge

of an unfair, immigration-related em-

ployment practice under IRCA.'"" Further,

IRCA permits an employer to discrimi-

nate on the basis of citizenship if it is

"otherwise required to comply with law,

regulation, or executive order, or required

by Federal, State, or local government

contract." Likewise, an employer may
discriminate on the basis of citizenship

when "the Attorney General determines

[it] to be essential for an employer to do

business with an agency or department

of the Federal, State, or local govern-

ment."-'' IRCA also expressly allows an

employer to give preference to citizens

over noncitizens in hiring, recruitment,

or fee-based referral for employment if

two applicants are equally qualified.-"

Section 1981 of the U.S. Code

Section 1981 of the U.S. Code, which

was enacted to implement the Thirteenth

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution,

prohibits race discrimination in employ-

ment contracts.-' This law originated in

the Civil Rights Act of 1866 and the

Voting Rights Act of 1870.-'' It provides

in part that "all persons within the

jurisdiction of the United States shall

have the same right in every State and

Territory to make and enforce contracts

... as is enjoyed by white citizens. . .

."-''

"Make and enforce contracts" is de-

fined to include "making, performance,

modification, and termination of

contracts, and the enjoyment of all

I

benefits, privileges, terms, and condi-

tions of the contractual relationship."-™

In other words, any involvement in a

contractual relationship is protected.

Section 1981 applies to all public or

private employers; no minimum number

of employees is required." Although the

text of the law appears to prohibit only

race discrimination, the Supreme Court

has concluded that Congress also in-

tended to protect those "identifiable

classes of persons who are subjected to

intentional discrimination solely because

of their ancestry or ethnic characteris-

tics."'- A person therefore may be able to

state a claim under Section 1981 on the

basis of national origin discrimination.

The Supreme Court also has held

that Section 1981 prohibits discrimina-

tion against aliens by public entities. ^^

Further, the Fourth Circuit Court of

Appeals, the federal appeals court with

jurisdiction over North Carolina, has

examined whether Section 1981 pro-

hibits private discrimination on the

basis of alienage.'"* The court concluded

that the Voting Rights Act of 1870

barred such discrimination.'" The court

reasoned that "it would be strange in-

deed to hold . . . that this same grant of

rights to 'all persons within the jurisdic-

I tion of the United States' does not also
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confer on aliens protection against pri-

vate discrimination in the making of

contracts— imder the plain language of

the provision, "all persons,' blacks and

aliens, receive the same protections

against discrimination."'" In other words,

a person may state a viable claim under

Section 1981 against a public or private

employer if he or she can demonstrate

that he or she was prohibited from

entering into an employment contract

solely on the basis of alienage.

USA PATRIOT Act

Congress enacted the USA PATRIOT
Act "to deter and punish terrorist acts

in the United States and around the

world, to enhance law enforcement in-

vestigatory tools, and for other pur-

poses."^" Most of the act is not relevant

to employment discrimination based on

national origin. However, one provision

concerning biological weapons prohibits

some people, including certain aliens,

from working with "select agents" (sub-

stances such as certain viruses, bacteria,

rickettsiae, fungi, toxins, and recom-

binant organisms).^'* First, the act

prohibits any "ahen illegally or unlaw-

fully in the United States" from working

with such agents." Second, it prohibits

a national of a country designated by

the secretary of state as a supporter of

international terrorism from working

with select agents."*" The term "alien" as

used in the USA PATRIOT Act has the

same meaning as in the Immigration

and Nationality' Act""—that is, "any

person not a citizen or national of the

United States.
"^-

The USA PATRIOT Act further bars

any person, regardless of alienage, from

working with select agents if the person

• is under indictment for a crime

punishable by imprisonment for a

term exceeding one year;

• has been convicted in any court of a

crime pimishable by imprisonment

for a term exceeding one year;

• is a fugitive from justice;

• is an unlawful user of any controlled

substance (as defined in Section

102 of the Controlled Substances

Act);-»'

• has been adjudicated as a "mental

defecti\e" or has been committed to

any mental institution; or

• has been discharged from the Armed
Services of the United States under

dishonorable conditions.""

If a government agency performs re-

search using select agents, it should adopt

a policy or procedure to ensure that the

foregoing restrictions are m place and

monitored so that no person is hired in

violation of the USA PATRIOT Act

provisions."*' Violations of the restrictions

may result in a fine or imprisonment.""'

State Laws and Regulations on

National Origin Discrimination

North Carolina likewise prohibits dis-

crimination based on national origin.

The state constitution states that "no

person shall be denied the equal protec-

tion of the law; nor shall any person be

subjected to discrimination by the State

because of race, color, religion, or na-

tional origin.""*' In the employment

context, the state has enacted the State

Personnel Act (SPA)"** and the Equal

Employment Practices Act (EEPA),^"

both of which prohibit discrimination

based on national origin. The SPA

governs conditions of employment for

most state employees, including classi-

fication of positions, compensation

ranges, leave earnings and retention,

and eligibilit)' to file grievances. The

SPA also has provisions applicable to all

state employees, such as those pertaining

to the privacy of personnel records. An
employee subject to the grievance and

dispute resolution procedures estab-

lished by the SPA must bring a national

origin complaint under it.'"

.Also for employees subject to the SPA,

the Office of State Personnel has imple-

mented an Unlawful Workplace Harass-

ment Policy that covers national origin

harassment and provides a mechanism

for resolution of complaints."'

Any other North Carolina employee

of a private or public employer can

allege that his or her discharge violated

the public policy against national origin

discrimination stated in the EEPA.-'- To

bring a complaint of wrongful discharge

in violation of public policy, a person

must show that he or she was perform-

ing his or her job competently and was

discharged in violation of an express

policy in the North Carolina Constitu-

tion or General Statutes.'' The EEPA
contains such a statement. However, the

EEPA does not describe any remedies.'"*

A court addressing a complaint of

wrongful discharge therefore will look

to Title \'II cases in analyzing whether

the discharge was discriminatory and in

fashioning an appropriate remedy. As

\'et, though, there have been no reported

North Carolina cases on wrongful

discharge based on national origin.

Cases on National Origin

Discrimination

Many cases m both the private and the

public employment context have further

analyzed (and occasionally clarified) the

definition of national origin discrimina-

tion under Title \TI.

Courts have recognized two general

kinds of claims under Title VII: dis-

parate treatment and disparate impact.

Claims of "disparate treatment" based

on national origin arise when an em-

ployer treats an individual or a group

differently from others because of

national origin. These claims often are

referred to as "intentional discrimina-

tion" claims. To state a claim of dis-

parate treatment, a plaintiff must

initially show that he or she is a member

of the protected class, that he or she was

qualified for the position in question,

that he or she suffered an adverse

employment action, and that there is a

connection between his or her protected

status and the action taken (or that he

or she was replaced by someone not in

the protected class). Claims of "dispar-

ate impact" based on national origin

arise when a facially neutral policy or

practice that is applied uniformly never-

theless affects a group negativeh". To

state a claim of disparate impact, a

person must allege that he or she is a

member of a protected class and that an

employer's policy or practice has nega-

tively affected that class.

In either case a person must make

more than a conclusory allegation of

discrimination. The person may not

merely state that he or she is of a certain

national origin and has suffered an

ad\erse employment action. The person

must provide information that supports

a connection between the t^vo facts."

There have been no reported cases
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interpreting North Carolina law in this

area. However, the federal Title VII

cases are informative because North

Carolina courts are likely to use federal

case law in analyzing state-based claims.

Always Speaking English

As noted earlier, EEOC regulations state

that requirements that employees speak

only English m the workplace all the

time, in the absence of a BFOQ, will be

presumed to violate Title VII. '" For

example, one federal district court held

that dismissal of an employee for

speaking two words of Spanish violated

Title VII because the employer could

provide no business justification for so

rigidly restricting the use of Spanish.
'"

Other courts have supported the

EEOCs interpretation.'^

EEOC regulations allow an employer

to require that employees speak only

English at certain times if the employer

shows that a "business necessiD,'"

justifies such a requirement."'" Courts

ha\'e repeatedly found a sufficient

business necessity' to justify English-only

rules. Garcia v. Gloor was the first case

to address the issue substantively."" In

this case the employer prohibited em-

ployees from speaking Spanish on the

job unless they were communicating

with Spanish-speaking customers. The

employer gave several business reasons

for the prohibition: making all employee

communications understandable to

English-speaking customers; helping

train Spanish-speaking employees in the

use of English; and permitting non-

Spanish-speaking supervisors to under-

stand and oversee the work of their

subordinates better. The plaintiff in the

case was a bilingual employee who was

eventually fired for continuing to speak

Spanish at work. The Fifth Circuit

Court held that Title VII did not protect

language preferences and that the em-

ployer's restriction did not amount to

national origin discrimination.

In Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals also

upheld an employer rule that employees

speak English while on the job.''' The

rule was established to promote racial

harmony and enhance worker safet)'.

The court stated that Congress enacted

Title VII with the expectation that

management prerogatives would be left

undisturbed to the greatest extent

possible. The court then reasoned that

Title VII does not confer substantive

privileges and that an employer is not

required to allow employees to express

their cultural identit)-. The court held

that the bilingual employee was not

denied a privilege of employment by the

English-only policy because it did not

have a significant impact on a protected

group of employees.*- The court

extended its reasoning from an earlier

case in which it had held that a bilingual

Hispanic radio host could not sue for

being discharged because he refused to

speak only English on his program.''^

A district court in the Fourth Circuit

accepted similar reasoning in a case

brought by bilingual employees who
challenged the employer-bank's English-

only requirement.""' The employees were

permitted to speak Spanish only to

assist Spanish-speaking customers; they

were otherwise required to speak English.

The court held that the polic\ did not

constitute national origin discrimination.

It accepted the reasoning from Garcia v.

Spun Steak Co., stating that an employer

has a right to define the parameters of

the privilege of employment, defining

when and where employees may con-

verse while on the job, and prohibiting

some manners of speech. The court also

stated, "[Djenying bilingual employees

the opporrunir\' to speak Spanish on the

]ob is not a violation of Title VII. There

is nothing in Title VII which protects or
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provides that an employee has a right

to speak his or her native tongue while

on the job.""'

The Garcia v. Spun Steak Co. analysis

also was applied in a Pennsylvania case

in which a district court held that the

employer-church's English-only rule did

not constitute national origin discrimi-

nation when applied to a bilingual Polish-

American employee.'"'' According to the

court, the church had a valid business

justification for the rule: it was trying to

improve interpersonal relations at the

church and prevent alienation of church

employees from church members.""

In light of these cases, an employer's

English-only rule may be upheld if the

employer has a legitimate work-related

basis for the rule. For example:

• Promoting harmony among racial or

national origin groups

• Enhancing workers' safen,'

• Enhancing product qualir\-

• Preventing employees from using

language to isolate or intimidate

members of other ethnic groups

• Alleviating tension in the workplace"-

Accent

Allegations of discrimination based on

accent fall within the EEOC's protection

of the linguistic characteristics of a

national origin group. "* Clearly a per-

son's accent is immediate information

that he or she is not a native of America,

and allegations that an employment

decision was taken on the basis of an

employee's or an applicant's accent will

be closely reviewed by the EEOC and

the courts.

Accent cases have arisen in a variety

of emplo\'ment contexts. In a case in-

volving denial of a promotion, the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held

that a Pakistani-born auditor could

introduce into evidence an administra-

tor's comment, made in a demeaning

tone, that he could not understand the

auditor's accent and could not see how
the auditor expected to be a supervisor

if the auditor could not communicate

with people.'" In another case involving

denial of a promotion, the Sixth Circuit

Court of Appeals affirmed a district

court decision that there was national

origin discrimination when the employer

did not know the employee's national

origin but did know that the employee

had a foreign accent.'' The employee

was a native of Poland who had earned

a master's degree in communications

and whose knowledge of English ex-

ceeded that of the average adult Ameri-

can, even though she retained a pro-

nounced accent. The district court found

that she had been denied two promo-

tions because of her accent, "which

flowed from her national origin.
"'-

In a demotion case, the Tenth Circuit

Court of Appeals held that an employee

of Filipino origin was improperly de-

moted from laboratory supervisor to

laboratory technician with less responsi-

bility because of opinions held by some

facult}' members that his national origin

and accent made him unsuitable as a

supervisor.'^

In a termination case, the Eighth

Circuit Court of Appeals held that there

was an inference that a supervisor's ill

will played a role in the decision to dis-

charge an Iranian ultrasound technolo-

gist and that the former employee could

therefore proceed with her claim of

national origin discrimination.""' The

supervisor had ridiculed the employee's

accent and had made comments about

foreigners taking jobs from Americans.

Further, on note cards at home, the

supervisor had compiled a list of

allegedly substandard ultrasound exams

performed by the employee, but she had

kept no such lists on other employees.

However, although an employee may
establish an initial claim of national

origin discrimination based on accent,

an employer may offer legitimate reasons

for the action. For example, when an

employee's accent interferes with his or

her job performance, an employer may
legitimately consider this effect in making

employment decisions. The Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeals recognized this

possibilit}' in a case holding that an

adverse employment decision may be

predicated on a person's accent when

—

but onh' when—the accent materially

interferes with job performance.'' The

position in question in the case was

clerk for Honolulu's motor vehicle

department. It required constant public

contact, in which speaking clearly was

an important skill.

Similarly, employers may legitimately

consider communication skills in

deciding which customer service repre-

sentatives to terminate in a workforce

reduction, because customer service

positions necessarily require communi-

cation with the public.'*' Also, employers

may e.xamine an employee's history of

insubordination and interpersonal diffi-

culties with co-workers when considering

whether or not to take disciplinary

action. A person's speaking with an

accent does not shield him or her from

the reasonable work expectations of the

employer."

A federal district court in North

Carolina held that an insurance salesman

who spoke with a strong accent was

discharged for reasons other than his

accent.'^ Although the employee had

been a successful insurance agent before

and after employment with the de-

fendant insurance company, the court

found that he was terminated for not

selling enough insurance. The court

further found that he had failed to

comply with the company's training

requirements and had violated company

policy by airing grievances in the work

environment.

In an educational setting, courts have

affirmed that the abilit)' to communicate

clearly can be a job requirement for

teachers. The Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals upheld a decision that found no

national origin discrimination when a

communit}' college did not hire a woman
of Indian national origin as an instructor

because of her difficulty communicating

in the English language.''' Other courts

have held that denying a promotion or

tenure to a faculty member who had

difficulty speaking English did not violate

Title VU.«»

The EEOC and the courts will closely

examine any job-related decision al-

legedly based on accent to ensure that

the employer's decision is justified and

not a proxy for national origin discrim-

ination.^'

Affiliations

As noted earlier, the EEOC also protects

people from national origin discrimina-

tion based on their affiliations, such as

marriage to a member of a national

origin group or participation in schools,

churches, temples, or mosques generally

used by people of a national origin
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group. '^-^ This interpretation nia\ go

beyond the original intent of the

statute and is not a common basis

of complaint. However, it has been

accepted b)' some courts.

In one case a female employee

brought a complaint alleging that

she was discharged, was refused

reemployment, and was then barred

from other employment because of her

former employer's persistent release of

false and derogatory references.'*' The

District of Columbia Circuit Court of

Appeals held that if the emplo\-ee's

discharge was based on her sex or her

spouse's Arabic ancestry, the action

constituted discrimination in x'iolation

of Title VII. In another case a district

court held that the plaintiff's allegation

of discrimination based in part on his

parents' national origin was sufficiently

associated with a charge of discrimination

based on his own national origin.'*"'

Employers should use these cases as

reinforcement that an employment de-

cision must be based on the employee's

job-related qualifications or performance,

rather than on his or her outside affilia-

tions or associations. This is particularly

true in the public sector, where the gov-

ernment should be especially attentive to

an employee's right to freedom of asso-

ciation and should ensure that the emplo-

yee's constitutional rights are honored.

Alienage or Citizenship

The EEOC does not consider an employ-

ment decision based on citizenship to

violate Title VII unless it has the purpose

or effect of discriminating against a

person on the basis of national origin.'*'

The leading case under Title VII is

EspmoZii V. Farah Manufacturing Com-
pany.^'' In this case the Supreme Court

held that Title VII protects aliens from

illegal discrimination but does not make

discrimination based on citizenship or

alienage illegal. In Espmoza the em-

ployer refused to hire the plaintiff because

of its long-standing policy of not hiring

aliens. The plaintiff alleged that the

refusal to hire her because of her alien-

age constituted national origin discrimi-

nation. The Court rejected this argument,

finding no indication that the employer's

policy against employment of aliens had

the purpose or effect of discriminating

against people of Mexican national

origin. The Court noted that U.S. citizen-

ship was required for federal employ-

ment and that interpreting "national

origin" to encompass citizenship would

result in a determination that Congress

flouted its own declaration of policy.

The Court found no reason to believe

that "national origin" should be

broader in scope for private employers

than for the federal government.^"

The line between citizenship and

national origin is not always clear. For

example, a Mississippi court heard the

claim of an American who alleged that,

after a Canadian consulting group began

managing the defendant corporation, he

was terminated in favor of a Canadian

citizen who was less experienced and

less qualified. The Canadian employer

tried to have the case dismissed because

the plaintiff stated his American citi-

zenship as the basis of the complaint.

The employer argued that Title VII does

not protect citizenship. However, the

court held that the American employee

had intended to state a claim of national

origin discrimination and that he could

proceed with his case.^^

An applicant, an employee, or a

former employee therefore cannot suc-

ceed in a Title \TI claim of national

origin discrimination by alleging solely

that his or her citizenship was the basis

for the adverse employment decision.

Other indicators of national origin

discrimination must be involved to form

the basis of the claim, and an applicant,

an employee, or a former employee

should not rely on the court to recraft a

citizenship complaint into a national

origin complaint. Employers should

remember, however, that IRCA protects

"intending citizens'"^" and that Section

1981 of the U.S. Code has been held to

prohibit discrimination h\ public and

private entities on the basis of alienage.

So an applicant's, employee's, or former

employee's claim based on citizenship

alone may be actionable under other

federal statutes.""

"American" National Origin

Courts ha\e considered actions taken

on the basis of an employee's American

national origin to be a violation of Title

VII. For example, the Seventh Circuit



Court of Appeals has stared, "[W]e may
assume that just as Title VII protects

whites from discrimination in favor of

blacks as well as blacks from discrimi-

nation in favor of whites, so it protects

Americans of non-japanese origin from

discrimination in favor of persons of

Japanese origin.""' Similarly a federal

district court has held that "employ-

ment discrimination against American

citizens based merely on coiintiy of birth,

whether that birthplace is the United

States or elsewhere, contradicts the

purpose and intent of Title VII, as well

as notions of fairness and equality.
'"*-

These holdings are analogous to "re-

verse" race discrimination decisions.

One important consideration in these

Di'pes of claims is whether the emplo}'er

is an American company or a foreign

one. Many countries have treaties with

the United States that permit employ-

ment decisions to be made on the basis

of citizenship."' So, for example, the

Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals held

that a Japanese company's preference

for hiring Japanese citizens in executive

positions did not constitute national

origin discrimination against American

citizens, in large part because of the

express terms of a treat)' of friendship

between the two countries.''' A treat)'

supersedes Title VII, and these holdings

are an important reminder that national

origin and citizenship are not inter-

changeable in alleging discrimination.

Given America's history of immigra-

tion, it IS not surprising that someone

may consider himself or herself to be an

American, yet maintain ties to another

country or heritage. Such a self-image

was at issue in a case in which an Italian-

American former employee of an Italian

international airline alleged that his

failure to be promoted to personnel

manager for employees in the United

States, Mexico, and Canada was dis-

crimination on the basis of his Ameri-

can national origin.''-' The court framed

the issue as "whether the plaintiff's

national origin is American, because he

was born in this country, or Italian, be-

cause his ancestors were born in Italy.""''

The employee contended that he had

two national origins, but the court

concluded that his national origin was

Italian since his ancestors were Italian,

and it held that he failed to state a claim

when he was replaced b)' an Italian.'"

The court noted that "perhaps only

American Indians can claim to be of

American national origin for purposes of

Title VII. ""^ This reasoning was rejected

in a later case. The court stated, "Under

that rationale, then no one born in the

United States, not even an American

Indian (whose ancestry is actually

Asian), could ever sue under Title VII

for national origin discrimination. This

would be an absurd result and is clearh-

foreclosed by the explicit holding in

Espmoza:'"'

A better approach may be to analyze

such claims on a case-by-case basis,

determining how removed a person is

from his or her ancestors' country (or

countries) of origin or whether the per-

son retains the physical, cultural, and

linguistic characteristics of his ancestors'

country (or countries) of origin as

described by the EEOC. For example,

a sixth-generation Italian-American

who speaks fluent, accent-free English,

dresses in American fashion, and

maintains no connection to Italy might

be considered to be of Atnerican na-

tional origin whereas a first-generation

Italian-i\merican might not.

Ancestry

Ancestry is the original and undisputed

basis of coverage for national origin

discrimination.'"" As one court has

stated, "[N]ational origin on its face

refers to the country where a person

was born, or more broadly, the country

from which his or her ancestors came."'"'

Ancestry can apply to natives of the

United States of America as well as to

those of other countries.

Current geographical boundaries and

divisions are not necessary to state a

claim of national origin discrimination

based on ancestry. Ancestry is covered

even if the country of origin no longer

exists. For example, the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled that a native of

Serbia might be protected under Title

VII even though Serbia was not a

country at the time of the case.'"-

Further, in another case that court ruled

that a member of an Indian tribe might

state a claim for national origin dis-

crimination when he was not hired for a

position because of his tribal member-

ship.'"' The court held that a claim of

national origin discrimination arises

when discriminatory practices are based

on the place in which one's ancestors

lived. This definition does not require

identification of a country. As the court

stated, "[Tjhe different Indian tribes are

generally treated as domestic dependent

nations that retain limited powers of

sovereignt)'."'"''

A person's ethnic background—not

tied to a particular country or region

—

also may be the basis for a claim of

national origin discrimination. For ex-

ample, one court has found a native-born

American of Acadian descent (Acadians

are French people who settled in Louisi-

ana) to be protected by Title VII.'"'

Another court has held that being a

Gypsy (one of a group that migrated

from India to Europe in the fourteenth

or fifteenth century and today maintains

a migratory way of life) falls within

Title VII's protection, making it an un-

lawful employment practice for an em-

ployer to discriminate against a person

on the basis of that ancestry.""'

Employers should ensure that ances-

tr)' is not used as a basis for employment

decisions. More important, they should

reinforce to all employees that ancestry

is broader than a person's country of

origin and can encompass heritages

such as tribal status and ethnicit)'.

Appearance

A person's appearance, when related to

his or her national origin, generally

should not be a basis of consideration in

a job-related decision. In a Louisiana

case, two employees (one of Filipino

ancestry and one of African-American

ancestry) brought a complaint of

national origin discrimination following

their terminations.'"" The district court

held that supervisors' commenrs abour

rhe plainriffs' looks and skin complexion

provided enough evidence of such

discriminarion.

Anorher disrrict court has stated that

having the appearance of a particular

national origin group, without having

the corresponding ancestry, is a suffi-

cient basis for a claim of national origin

discrimination. In a case involving a de-

nial of a promotion and a hostile work

environment based on the plaintiff-

employee's alleged American Indian an-

cestr)','"'' the emplo)'ee had no discernible
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Indian ancestry based on genealogical

and census data. Additional informa-

tion, however, demonstrated that the

employee reasonably believed himself to

be of Indian ancestry and that the em-

ployer treated him as being of Indian

descent. The court stated, "|T|he em-

ployer's reasonable belief that a given

employee is a member of a protected

class . . . controls this issue." The court

held that "objective appearance and

employer perception are the basis for

discrimination and . . . the key factors

relevant to enforcing rights granted

members of a protected class."'"'*

These cases teach that appearance is

not a valid basis for an employment

decision. Employers should carefully

evaluate an applicant's or employee's

knowledge, skills, and abilities and use

the resulting information to reach a

decision. Employers should never make

presumptions about national origin

based on the way an applicant or an

employee looks or dresses.

Conclusion

National origin discrimination has not

been as pervasive a public problem in

the workplace as race and sex discrimi-

nation have been. In fiscal year 2000,

the EEOC received 7,800 national

origin complaints."" Eor that same

period, it received more than 59,000

Title VII complaints (race, sex, national

origin, and religion).'" However,

national origin complaints may rise in

the next few years. Both the increase in

the number of immigrants to the United

States and the focused world efforts

against terrorism may cause some

Americans to reconsider their ideas

about national origin and the country's

character As national change and

international unrest continue, managers

must take care not to base employment

decisions on factors unrelated to a per-

son's ability to perform a particular job.

An employer can demonstrate its

commitment to diversity and tolerance

in the workplace in several ways. First,

it can publicize its policies affirming

commitment to and support of ee"iual

employment opportunity. Second, it can

offer supervisors and managers training

on national origin discrimination,

defining permissible and impermissible

factors to consider in making employ-

ment decisions, identifying harassing

behaviors in the workplace among co-

workers, and demonstrating how to

minimize the potential for an unwelcome

work environment for any employee.

Third, it can periodically inform em-

ployees of processes available to address

concerns across the organization about

national origin harassment or discrimi-

nation, and promptly address any

concerns brought forward.

Moreover, in times of uncertainty

and crisis, public employers have a broad

responsibility to ensure that minority

opinions are heard and respected. Public

employees and citizens must trust that

the government will not squelch their

opinions."- To preserve governmental

integrity, public employers should ac-

tively provide employees, clients, and

community members with access to

opinions, ideas, and perspectives that

cut across nationalities.

Notes
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Colossus, hy Emma Lazarus.
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hislatfacts.htm.
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or after boarding on the grounds that
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look. For more information about reports of

discrimination against Arab-Americans

following the September 11 attacks, see the

American-Arab Anti-Discrimination

Committee fact sheet available online at

www.adc.org/ index.php?id=282.
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and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001. Pub. L.

No. 107-56, 115 Stat. 271 (2001).

8. See www.ncgov.com/asp/subpages/task_

force_summary.asp.
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Department of Health and Human Services to

Establish a Biological Agents Registry, and

Imposing Civil Penalties for Violation of

Registry Requirements. It became effective on

January 1, 2002, and is codified at Section

130A-149 of the North Carolina General

Statutes (hereinafter G.S.).

10. The civil penalty for a willful or

knowing violation of the law can be up to

$1,000 per instance, and each day of a

continuing violation is a separate offense.

1^7

G.S. 130A-149(f),

11. For a more thorough discussion of the

state's actions related to bioterrorism

preparedness, set' Jill D. Moore's article

entitled "Unnatural Disasters: Bioterrorism

and the Role of Government," in Popular

Gotcrnment, Summer 2002, at 4. North
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site with comprehensive information related
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security in the state: www.ncgov.com/asp/

subpages/safety_security.asp.

12. 42 U.S.C. H 2000e through 2000e-17.

13. 29C.fr. § 1606.1.

14. 29 C.ER. § 1606.3. See also 42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e-2(g).

15. 29 C.ER. § 1606.4. See also 42 U.S.C.

S 2000e-2(e).

16. A discussion of certain employment
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positions appears in the section on the USA
PATRIOT Act later in this article.

17. 29 C.ER. S 1606.1.
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Electric Co., 60 E3d 1 126 (4th Cm 1995);

Boutros V. Canton Regional Transit Auth.,
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20. 8 U.S.C.
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24. 8 U.S.C.
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EEOC under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
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POPULAR GOVERNMENT

Digitally Connecting Local

Governments in North Carolina

Philip Young

Long before computers existed,

people networked—through social

events, shared academic experi-

ences, professional organizations, work,

neighbors, relatives, friends of friends.

Networking is as old as conversation and

the bare feet that originally carried mes-

sages back and forth within a village or

from village to village. Papyrus and ink,

roads and horses, waterways and ships

led to significant leaps in networking m
the ancient world as these new technol-

ogies emerged and civilization spread. In

modern industrial nations,

especially the United

States, networking tech-

nolog}' has vastly

expanded to include

telephones, fax machines,

overnight mail, e-mail,

and the Internet. Even

with all the advances in

technology, the reasons

for networking remain

the same: to share or

find reliable and accurate mformation,

when it is needed, to solve problems,

maintain and create relationships, and

generate a sense of community'.

The Institute of Government (lOG)

at The University' of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill currently helps North Caro-

lina local and state officials network

successfully among themselves and with

lOG faculty. The lOG functions as a

hub for reliable and accurate informa-

tion about legal issues in various areas of

governmental concern, such as zonmg,

contracting, purchasing, local govern-

The author is the director of the School

of Government's Web presence, NCINFO.
He specializes in instructional and

information technology (IT), IT policy,

and IT management. Contact him at

young@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

As a planning director

in a city of 20,000, witli

3 planners, I find the

listserv to be like having

a planning staff of 10.

—Jeff Hatting, planning

director, Kernersville (member

of the ncplan listserv I

ment law, and criminal law. This article

describes one of the lOG's current

networking technologies, listservs.

The lOG's history of networking in

the state reaches back to 1931. From

then to the early 1990s, the lOG used

basically four networking technologies:

roads to drive to locations to teach,

telephones and mail for advising, and

publications. In 1994 the lOG added

e-mail and in 1995 a Web site, NCINFO.
Although e-mail and the Web site both

expanded the bundle of networking

tools, each had certain

limitations in terms of

reaching an ideal of net-

working communication

— dynamic, immediate

connections among

a large group of peers

and experts.'

E-mail works similarly

to telephone calls: it is

best one-on-one and

moderately good with a

small group. But when you want to

reach hundreds of people and allow all

of them to interact, e-mail quickly

shows its shortcomings.

A Web site can overcome some of the

problems of sharing information with a

large group. Hundreds, thousands, and

even hundreds of thousands of people

can obtain the same information from

the same location. Such is the magnitude

of the Internet; it is a world bulletin board

to which people have access twenr\'-four

hours a day, seven days a week. How-
ever, dynamic interchange does not

occur with "static" Web pages—pages

containing fixed information. Someone

with a specific question is much more

likely to make a telephone call or send

an e-mail than to search a Web site for

an answer, especially if he or she needs

the answer quickh'. Enter listservs

What the Listserv Is—A Killer

Application for Networking

"Killer application" is jargon in the

computer industry for "an application

program that intentionally or

unintentionally gets you to make the

decision to buy the system the

application runs on."- More loosely

defined, a killer application is some-

thing a computer user cannot live

without. A listserv is a killer application

because it subsumes multiple e-mail

addresses under a single one, thus

allowing all the listserv members to

share an address. To accomplish the

same feat using an e-mail application

alone (say, Microsoft's Outlook or

Netscape's Messenger), each member

would have to create a "group" (a list

of e-mail addresses that the member

wants to be related under a single

heading) in his or her own e-mail

application. If someone left the group,

everyone would have to update his or

her list. The listserv solves this problem

by centralizing the list of members in a

single database and attaching that list to

a single e-mail address—for example,

humanresources@listserv.unc.edu or

ncpublicworks@listserv.unc.edu. Each

member simply sends a new e-mail

message to the single address, and the

message goes to every member of the

list. When a new member joins or an

old member leaves, the change is made

to the central database, and users just

keep sending messages to the single

address without worrying about making

changes to a group in their own e-mail

address book.

One of the lOG's largest and most

active listservs, ncplan, contained 593

members on February 1 1, 2002. Ima-

gine creating that list in your own e-mail

application, getting the other 592
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I am on several listservs as I wear many hats in a small organization

(finance, purchasing, human resources, instructional technology, and

geographic information systems). Being a "jack of all trades and master

of none" confronted with limited time and unlimited responsibilities,

[I find that] the listserv helps me keep up with what's going on in the

state and feel more comfortable that I am directing operations in

compliance with applicable laws and best practices.

—Miirthii Zicgler. director <if Jdmiiiistratioii and finance, Ashcvdle

(nienihcr of the nclgba listscri'. iiniong others)

members to create the same list in their

e-mail applications, and all of you

keeping the list updated—not an easy

solution for sharing accurate and reli-

able information quickly.

Local governments in North Carolina

have a great need for this kind of

knowledge sharing. Small as well as

large administrative units are responsible

for all the areas in which government

performs. Administrators working in

each of those areas, and in many cases

across several areas, form a peer group
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lOG LiSTSERVS

Name Client Group List Administrator Administrator's E-mail Address

buslic Business licensing Philip Young young@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ccmanagers City/county managers William Rivenbark nvenbark@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

clerks City/county clerks Fleming Bell bell@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

dssattorneylist Department of Social

Services attorneys

Janet Mason mason@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

fodg Facilitation and
organization

development

John Stephens stephens@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

humanresources Human resources

administrators

Diane Juffras juffras@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

instofgovpubs Publication buyers Katrina Hunt huntk@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

iogcriminal Criminal lawyers Robert Farb farb@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

Iglaw Local government
lawyers

Fleming Bell bell@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncard Registrars of deeds William Campbell campbell@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncfinance Finance officers Gregory Allison allison@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncgis Geographic Information

System administrators

Philip Young young@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

nclgba Budget association

members
Maureen Berner berner@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

nclgisa Instructional

technology

administrators

Philip Young young@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncplan Planners David Owens owens@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncpma Property mappers William Campbell campbell@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ncpublicworks Public works
administrators

Richard Whisnant whi5nant@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

Repurchasing Purchasing agents Frayda Bluestein bluestein@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

ptax Tax administrators Joseph Hunt huntj@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

soilconservation Soil and water

conservation

specialists

Richard Whisnant whisnant@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

waste Waste managers Richard Whisnant whisnant@iogmail.iog.unc.edu

that can network through conferences,

associations, telephones, letters, and

e-mail.

Taking all the forms of networking

mentioned earlier, a person can "kluge"

an impressive, if sometimes inconsistent,

networking system. (Coined in 1962 as

a noun, "kluge" means "a system and

especially a computer system made up

of poorly matched components.")' Add
a listserv to an area of specialization, at-

tach all the e-mails of the peer group,

and include some outside experts, and

local go\'ernment officials have a consis-

tent, reliable, and comprehensive net-

working system that is free and easy to

use. Instead of one person raking re-

peated telephone calls from different

people about the same issue, informing

only those who call, an e-mail to a list-

ser\- shares the question and the answer

with all the members, LVid creates an elec-

tronic file of the exchange that can be

recalled from an archive of the messages.

Besides connecting a group of e-mail

users under a smgle e-mail address, a

listsen" works well with \\ hat is currently

the most comprehensive electronic

foundation in the state—the telephone

system. A listserv can run efficiently and

effectnely across existing telephone lines,

which reach into almost even,' home and

business in North Carolina. So every

local government can participate with

minimum cost and maximum benefits.

Even local governments that are not

currently online will likeh' find joining

surprisingly eas\' and not particularly

costly, especially considering the benefits.
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The lOG currently maintains twenty-one

public listservs for government officials

(see the sidebar, opposite).

What a Local Government Needs

to Join a Listserv

To join a listserv, a local go\ernment

needs an office with a telephone jack

and a power outlet. Building from that

simple foundation, the government will

have to purchase a computer with a

modem, a standard feature on almost

all computers. (A computer with a

modem, a monitor, and speakers now
can be purchased for as little as $600.)

Most computers purchased through

a major distributor (such as Compaq,

Dell, or Gateway) or a major retailer

(such as Best Buy, Circuit City, or

Walmart) will come with a subscription

to an Internet service provider (ISP),

usually Microsoft Network (MSN) or

America Online (AOL). On-screen

instructions will take you through the

procedures for setting up Internet and

e-mail accounts. If an ISP subscription

does not come with your computer,

your next step is to contact an ISP,

which might be a local phone company

or a national provider (such as Mind-

spring or Earthlink) or the State of

North Carolina Information Tech-

nology Services at (800) 722-3946.

Most basic Internet service rates are

about $20 per month.

Once you have set up an Internet and

e-mail service, you can direct the

computer to connect to the Internet by

having the modem dial the number for

the provider and

establish a link. Then

you have access to the

Internet, and you can

begin to send e-mail

to and receive it from

lOG listservs.

How the lOG List-

servs Work

The University of

North Carolina at

Chapel Hill manages

the listserv applica-

tion. Members can

receive their messages

through e-mail or

view their messages

through a Web
browser (Internet

Explorer, Netscape

Navigator, or Opera). Membership in a

listserv generally is restricted to local or

state officials working in the area of

specialization covered by the listserv,

and to the lOG faculr\- member who
administers the list.

There are several ways to join a

listserv. The fastest way is to go to a

listserv entry page on the Web (for

example, http://www.cpt.unc.edu/

technicalassistance/appmanagement/

listservscreenshotl.htm; see below) and

follow the instructions there. After you

have entered your membership in-

formation, your request to join will be

logged in and sent to the list adminis-

trator. If you do not have a clearly

designated city, county, or state e-mail

I am constantly being asked

to gather data or poll the

assessors and collectors

regarding legislative issues.

Our ptax listserv [the listserv

for tax administrators] has

proven to be the very best

tool available to reach my

colleagues in one quick and

massive stroke. Ptax has

enabled us to respond to

legislative issues in a very

efficient and effective manner.

—W. A. (Pete) Rodda, hix

assessor/collector, Forsyth County

(member of the ptiix listserv)

address (name/title@ci.

cityname.nc.us, name/

title@co.countyname.

nc.us, or name/title®

ncmail.net), you may
be contacted via e-mail

by the list administra-

tor or the NCINFO
director at the lOG
(who administers all

the lists) to verify your

position.

A second way to

join a listserv is to call

the NCINFO director

at (919) 962-0592

and request to be put

on a listserv. A third

way is to send a

request by e-mail to

young@iogmaiL

iog.unc.edu.

/OG5 Wehsitc

includes instructions

for joining each

listserv. For example,

the screen shot here

tells users how to

join the ptax listserv.
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What to Expect after Joining

The listservs connect a large number of

peers, so e-mail traffic may at first seem

heavy to new members. A member's

amount of e-mail may rapidly expand if

he or she is a clerk or a manager in a

small municipality who participates in

several listservs to accommodate the

many hats he or she wears. A single ac-

tive listserv like ncpurchasing or human-

resources can produce 5-20 messages

daily. A clerk or a manager trying to

follow conversations on multiple list-

servs might face 25-100 messages a day.

Fortunately, most e-mail applications

have methods for automatically routing

and managing incoming mail. The

listserv application offers several ways

to receive or retrieve messages. They are

discussed next.

E-Mail Management through

a Web Browser

Once a member joins a listserv, the

default setting for message delivery is

to receive e-mail as it is posted to the

listserv. So each time a message is sent

to the listserv address, that message

goes out to the membership.

A member who accesses the listserv

through a Web browser (Internet Ex-

plorer, Netscape Navigator, or Opera)

will find an option called Your Settings

that will allow him or her to change the
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delivery method, or Status, to one of the

following:

• Index—one daily message with only

the subject lines for that day

(recommended)

• Digest—one daily message with all

the contributions for the day (not

recommended)

• Mimedigest—one daily message with

all the contributions for that day in

MIME format (not recommended)

• Nomail—no mail to be received from

this mailing list (not recommended)

Among the W'eb browser options,

Index is recommended because it mixes

the "pushing" advantage of a listserv

with the "pulling" feature of a \X'eb

browser. That is, it sends the member a

single message daily but requires the

member to go through a \X eb browser

to read the contributions. Compared

with management through an e-mail

application (see the next section),

though, this option adds a layer of work

to the responsibilir.- of the user, which

may deter him or her from getting the

most out of the service.

The Digest method is not recommen-

ded because the messages are not sent in

plain-text formats. Instead, they come

with codes used to make messages

look "pretty" (special fonts, colors,

backgrounds, etc.). The digest messages

therefore can be difficult to decipher.

Mimedigest messages also cause prob-

lems for e-mail applications because they

often contain text and code not related

to the content of the messages. The No-

mail option is not recommended be-

cause a member may forget about the

listserv and miss important discussions.

Viewing listserv messages through a

Web browser has advantages and

disadvantages. On the positive side, it

allows you to get to messages an\where

you can get online with a computer. If

you are away from the office for a few

days or are on vacation and cannot let

go of work, you can go online and read

the listserv messages.

However, you cannot download list-

ser\- attachments through a Web browser.

If you choose to use the Index option

and a member of the listserv sends an

attachment (a form or a policy document,

for example), you will have to e-mail

that member directlv and ask him or her

to send the attachment to you. Of course,

viewing messages exclusively online

helps prevent viruses from entering your

computer through attachments.

E-Mail Management through

an E-Mail Application

The best solution is to receive e-mail as

it is contributed to the listserv, but to set

up folders for it, then apply rules (in

Microsoft Outlook) or filters (in Net-

scape Messenger) to route it to designated

folders as it is delivered. Using a rule or

a filter allows you automatically to

divert incoming mail from the inbox

(the main mailbox) and have it waiting

in a folder for review

at certain times of the

day or week. Deleting

unnecessary or un-

read mail becomes

easier because all the

mail is organized in

folders. Also, mes-

sages that contain

important informa-

tion can be kept for

future reference.

Unfortunately the

instructions for set-

ting a rule or a filter

are not the same, even

from version to

version of the same

soft\vare. So, for

example, if you are

using Microsoft

Outlook, the instructions may be

different between Outlook Express 98

and Outlook 98, and even berween the

latter and Outlook 2000. When you seek

help with any software application, it is

important that you know which \'ersion

of the application you are using, because

you probably will be asked.

Since the process for setting up rules

or filters can be tricky, feel free to con-

tact the NCINEO director at (919) 962-

0592 to get started. If the NCINFO
director cannot help you or you cannot

get in touch with anyone in a timely

fashion, the next-best solution is to get

technical help from Microsoft's customer

service at (800) 936-5700 (for a fee of

$35 per request) or Netscape's customer

service at (800) 411-0707 (for "low cost

assistance"). If you currently have on-

line access, you can see a sample of Net-

Many times I am able to look

back at saved responses to

earlier questions and avoid

contacting my counterparts

in other organizations to

ask for info on how they pay,

administer benefits, disci-

pline employees, etc. My only

problem is... how to sift

through all the info that my

peers put out there!

— liidith Cjrttjn, Ininian resources

director, Burke County (member of

the bumanresoiirces listserv)

scape Messenger's filtering process for

Netscape Messenger 4.7 on the Center

for Public Technolog\''s page about e-mail

management at www.cpt.unc.edu/

technicalassistance/appmanagement/em

ail.html.

How to Avoid Viruses

An important concern m joining a list-

serv is that an increase in e-mail traffic

leads to greater chances of getting a virus

sent to your computer. No one should be

using a computer without \irus

protection software installed, running,

and regularly updated. The lOG has a

policy of addressing

virus-infected mes-

sages as quickly as

possible. The

NCINFO director

monitors all listservs

for virus problems. As

soon as one is detected,

the offending account

is removed from the

listserv, and the mem-
ber IS notified that his

or her account has

been suspended until

the infected machine

has been cleaned.

Once the machine has

been cleaned and the

member confirms that

the proper action has

been taken, he or she

is allowed back on the list.

Members can help police the listser\-s.

The first person to spot or receive a

Mrus message can contact the NCINFO
director immediately and, if possible,

contact the member whose account sent

the virus. (Most virus messages are sent

automatically by a virus program that

taps into the address book of the in-

fected machine and sends itself out to

every member of the address book with-

out the owner's knowledge. So be nice

when you call; don't accuse the member

of personally sending you a virus.)

Another concern of listser\' subscrib-

ers is whether the lOG can shield them

from viruses sent b\' other members.

Unfortunately, although computer users

can easih' install and use virus protec-

tion software, making virus protection a

part of the listserv system itself is more
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difficult. The university has resisted ef-

forts to install filters for electronic mes-

sages, including those that may contain

viruses, for rvvo reasons. First, the uni-

versity' considers itself a common carrier,

like a telephone company, and common
carriers typically do not filter the infor-

mation that they carry. Second, adding

virus protection to the listserv software

would be very costly. Until the NCINFO
director finds a way to resolve these two

problems, it is easier for listserv users to

take responsibility for obtaining virus

protection on their own computers.

How to Use a Listserv

Once you join a listserv and your ac-

count becomes active, you will begin

receiving messages. To send a new mes-

sage to the listserv, you need only address

a new e-mail message to the listserv

using the following convention: listserv

name@listserv.unc.edu (so, for example,

humanresources@listserv.unc.edu or

clerks@hstserv. unc.edu )

.

Because the listservs generate so much

traffic, it is important to know and try

to follow some listserv "netiquette"

(proper or good behavior in sending

and repKing to e-mail).

• Write meaningful subject lines when

posting a message. If you have a ques-

tion, say, about Web use policy for

employees, don't just write "question"

in the subject line. Instead, write "I

have a question about Web use policy

for employees" or simply "Web use

policy for employees." Vague or am-

biguous subject lines force members to

open the e-mail to see if it has any

relevance for them. Fellow members

will become quickly frustrated if they

open an e-mail only to discover that

the question is not of interest to them.

Meaningful subject lines allow mem-
bers to scan messages and skip over

ones that do not interest them without

worrying that they are missing impor-

tant information.

• Remember that, by default, your reply

will go to all the members of the listserv.

The listserv promotes public discus-

sion. In most but not all cases, answers

should be shared. When only the

sender should receive your reply, you

should open a new e-mail message.

insert the intended member's e-mail

address, and send the new message

to the intended member. If you try

to shortcut the reply by clicking on

and selecting the individual e-mail

address from the original message

(and thus not starting a new e-mail),

the default control can and will likely

override the single-address reply

and send the message to everyone

on the listserv.

' Avoid sending simple replies to all the

members of the listserv. If a member has

answered a question sufficiently, resist

sending replies to the listserv that say,

"Ditto," "Yes," "Us too," and the

like. Instead, send these simple replies

directly to the sender. The sender may
want them to get a sense of how many
members solved the problem or an-

swered the question the same way, but

all the listserv members do not need

this information. If the)' want to know
how many people agreed, they can

e-mail the original sender.

' Ifyou are a new member, do not request

a reply to your first (possibly test)

message. Another default setting for

new accounts is that members receive

copies of their messages after they

have sent them. If you are a new

member sending a test message, you

will receive a copy of your e-mail. If

you do not, contact the NCINFO
director at (919) 962-0592. If you are

a veteran member, resist the urge to

reply to test messages. Such replies

create unnecessary e-mail.

Toward a Networking Ideal:

Expanded Listservs

The lOG hopes to continue to expand

the number of listservs and the member-

ship of the current listservs. Its vision is

a listserv for each area of specialization,

with a faculty member to support the

listserv and with every local and state

employee who works in that area of

specialization on the list.

F^ow realistic is this vision? Consid-

ering that e-mail works effectively with

the existing telephone infrastructure,

having every local government official

possess an e-mail address is quite feasible.

The number of members that should be

on any list can be determined by the

structure of state and local government

in North Carolina. For example, a com-

plete clerks listserv (for county clerks,

cit)' clerks, etc.) would have 100 clerks

from the counties and 700-plus from

the municipalities (assuming that all

have clerks or a person who performs the

duties of clerk). As of February 1 1,

2002, the clerks listserv had 273

members. So the lOG has a way to go.

Another goal is to maintain the integ-

rity of the listservs in providing accurate

and reliable information supported and

sustained by knowledgeable peers and

lOG faculty members. Ideally, there

would be a faculty member for each

area of specialization. In reality, the

lOG creates only listservs that it can

support with a faculty member. Unfor-

tunately the lOG has had to turn down
requests for listservs for lack of a faculty

sponsor. If you are a member of a local

government area that uses the lOG and

one of its faculty members for support

and there is not a listserv for your

group, contact the faculty member to

discuss whether creation of a listserv for

your group makes sense.

An easily attainable goal is to maxi-

mize the number of people who partici-

pate in each listserv. If you are a

member of one of the groups already

served and you do not currently

subscribe, consider joining. You may
contact the NCINFO director for help.

No other current networking option or

technology will allow you to achieve the

shared knowledge and dynamic inter-

change that the listservs provide. With

proper management tools, proper

security tools and knowledge, and peer

effort to use listserv netiquette, everyone

can participate in community discussion

and problem solving.

Notes

1. As used in networking communications,

"dynamic" describes active solicitation of

information that results in immediate replies:

at least on the same work day, at best within a

few minutes or hours.

2. From Whatis.com, available at http://

searchSolaris.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,

sid 1 2_gci2 1 2442,00ltml.

3. Merriani-Webster Dictionary^ available

at www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary.
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POPULAR GOVERNMENT

FROM THE MPA PROGRAM

Wake County's Negotiated Agreement on
School Funding: Has It Worked?

Erin S. Norfleet

In
1997, to resolve a dispute over

local school funding, the Wake

Count)' Board of Education and

Board of Count)' Commissioners nego-

tiated an agreement launching a five-year

schedule of county allocations to the

school system's fund for current ex-

penses. The multiyear agreement, which

was based on a "school tax rate" funding

formula, was the first of its kind m
North Carolina. The agreement having

terminated in September 2002, this

article evaluates its effectiveness. The

analysis relies on several sources of

evidence, mcludmg SLXteen interviews

with school and count)' board represen-

tatives, and the application of dispute

resolution standards drawn from a

review of the literature.

Throughout the state the conflict in-

nate to North Carolina's school funding

structure continues to strain relations

within local government. Understanding

whether the Wake County agreement

has been effective is important for all

North Carolina counties considering

similar measures.

School Financing in North Carolina

In North Carolina, state and local gov-

ernments share legal responsibility for

the public education system. The School

Budget and Fiscal Control Act, codified

at Section 115C-422 through -452 of

the North Carolina General Statutes

(hereinafter G.S.), assigns primary re-

sponsibility to the General Assembly

and the State Board of Education, which

fund the system's current expenses (for

The diithur. a 1002 gradiute of UXC
Chapel Hill's MPA Program, is a capital

budget analyst for the City of New York.

Contact her at erinnorfleet@hotmail.com.

example, instructional programs, sup-

port services, and salaries and benefits

for teachers and other school employees)

Locally, county commissioners augment

state funding with appropriations for

construction and maintenance of school

facilities. Also, the

state constitution

authorizes local gov-

ernments to supple-

ment their basic

education program

with operating appro-

priations approved by

local boards of count)'

commissioners.' On
average, the state

pays for 65 percent of

total school costs, in-

cluding current ex-

penses, capital outlays,

and debt service pay-

ments, while localities

supply 25 percent and

federal funds account

for 10 percent.

-

North Carolina's

system of financing

public schools is

unusual in three re-

spects.' First, state

income and sales taxes

rather than local ad

valorem propert)' taxes (taxes based on

the value of land and buildings)

constitute the primary source of revenue

for schools. Second, state allocations

depend on a school s)Stem's enrollment

and general operating costs, not a local

government's abilit)' to pay. Third,

boards of count)' commissioners, not

local school boards, possess tax-levying

and borrowing authorit)'. Although the

school board submits an annual budget

to the board of county commissioners,

Rapid growth over the past

decade has led to steady

increases in [Wake County's

public school] enrollment,

which now totals more than

100,000 students.

the count)' board has final authority to

determine local appropriations.'*

Inherent in this framework for local

school funding is the potential for dis-

pute. The local school board establishes

educational policies and has an interest

in funding schools at a

i level that achieves

educational goals. The

1 county board, though

i sympathetic to high-

* qualit)' education,

^ faces other funding

needs and has an in-

terest in keeping tax

rates at a reasonable

level.

Dispute

Resolution

Under North Carolina

law, school boards

have the right to chal-

lenge funding decisions

made by boards of

count)' commissioners.

The procedure for ad-

dressing such funding

disputes was created

nearly a century ago

and has evolved into

G.S. 115C-431.'The

intent of G.S. 1 15C-431 is to facilitate a

prompt resolution of conflicts between

the two kinds of boards."

The process is initiated when a

school board determines that a board of

county commissioners' appropriation

for the school system's current expense

fund, or its capital outlay fund, or both,

is "not sufficient to support a system of

free public schools."' If a school board

challenges an appropriation, the two

boards must meet publicly with a
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One of the new
schools under

constritctlon In

Wake County

^^W
mediator within seven days of the ap-

propriation to attempt a resolution.*' If

differences remain after the boards meet,

either board may request private media-

tion to resolve the issue by August 1."

During private mediation sessions,

working groups consisting of the boards'

chairs, attorneys, and finance officers,

the county manager, and the superinten-

dent represent board members. '"

Wake County— 1 997

The Wake Count\' Public School System

currently operates 78 elementary, 24

middle, and 15 high schools as well as 6

special/optional schools, making it the

second-largest school system in North

Carolina and the thirtieth-largest in the

United States." Rapid growth over the

past decade has led to steady increases

in [Wake Count)' 's public school] en-

rollment, which now totals more than

100,000 students. '-

This growth w'as at the heart of the

funding dispute that ultimately invoked

the resolution procedures of G.S. 1 15C-

431 for the first time in Wake County.

School board members argued that

county funding had increased at a rate

lower than inflation for five years" and

that per pupil expenditures had declined

in the previous two years," whereas en-

rollment had increased by nearly 9,000."

As a result, the superintendent and

school board members proposed a

$485.9 million spending plan, including

$129.8 million from the count\-." This

proposal would have increased the

county's allocation by nearly 20 per-

cent" and required a tax increase."

The county board responded by

raising its public school funding but only

to $1 16.8 million." This level of sup-

port did not necessitate a tax increase,

which was a major concern of some

commissioners. A majority of commis-

sioners argued that the 7.7 percent

increase was the largest one in current

expense funding in seven years-" and

greater than the counr.''s overall budget

increase of 6 percent.-' Moreover, of the

$25 million increase in the county's

total budget, 72 percent, or $18 million,

was appropriated for the Wake Counts-

Public School System.--

Unsatisfied with the appropriation,

the school board initiated mediation

procedures. Following an inconclusive

public meeting with a mediator, working

groups for each board engaged in pri-

vate mediation to reach a tentative

agreement." On July 28, 1997, both

boards voted unanimously to adopt

a Joint Resolution and Settlement

Agreement.

The agreement was designed to

resolve the fiscal year (FY) 1998 dispute

and to establish a formula for county

funding of the school system's current

expenses in subsequent years. -" Under

the provisions of the agreement, in FY
1998, an additional $1.1 million would

be added to the $116.8 million already

appropriated.-' Also, beginning in FY
1999, the county allocation for oper-

ating expenses would be based on a

"school tax rate" equal to $35 per

$100 value of the count)' 's ad valorem

property tax base, or $130 million,

whichever was greater.-*' Further, school

board members could request an in-

crease in the school tax rate, which

would stand unless rwo-thirds of the

commissioners opposed it.-' Finally, the

funding plan would remain in place for

at least five years, and both boards

would review its use no later than

September 2002.-^

Research and Evaluation Design

One measure of an effective agreement

is whether it meets the goals of its

developers.-- If it fails to do so, the

failure may rest with either poor design
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Table 1. Evidence of the Wake County Agreement's Strength

Characteristic

Agreement Exhibits

Characteristic

(Yes/No) Evidence

Anticipatory Yes Five-year plan for county appropriations to current expense fund, based

on county growth

Provision for school board to request increases

Provision for upcoming bond referendum

Budgetary procedures to be followed by both boards and their staffs

(budget projections, distribution of funds, adjustments due to property

revaluations)

Substantive Yes Addition in 1997-98 of $1 ,1 million to $1 16.8 million previously appropriated

Requirement that school board not file lawsuit against county board regarding

1 997-98 appropriation to current expense or capital outlay fund

Funding formula for 1998-99 through 2002-03 based on school tax rate of $.35

per $ 1 00 property valuation

Budgetary procedures to be followed by both boards and their staffs

Comprehensive Yes Appropriation for 1997-98 increased to $1 17.9 million without tax rate increase

School board funding aligned with county growth for 1 998-99 through 2002-03

Provision for upcoming bond referendum

Final Yes No further negotiation or interpretation of agreement needed for implementation

Nonconditional Yes No conditional performance required of either board or its staff in 1997-98

Binding Legally, no;

politically yes'

Formal and unanimous adoption by both boards

Adherence to agreement despite turnover in boards' memberships

1 . Given the nature of the annual budget process, the agreement does not legally bind the boards to certain actions. Interview data suggest, though,

that the agreement has been politically binding.

or poor implementation. Consequently

this analysis addresses three questions:

• Strength of the agreement: Does

the Wake County agreement exhibit

the characteristics of a strong

agreement?

• Implementation: Have the involved

parties implemented the process

established by the agreement?

• Coals: Have the goals of the agree-

ment been reached?

Strength of the agreement. The

stronger an agreement is, the more likely

the parties" interests will be met and

their goals accomplished.-'" Although

variations exist, experts generally agree

that a strong agreement exhibits six

characteristics."' It should be

1

.

anticipatory, foreseeing developments

that could strain it;

2. substantive, defining specific, tang-

ible activities and exchanges (quid

pro quos);

3. comprehensive, including a resolu-

tion of all disputed issues;

4. final, including details in their final

form;

5. nonconditional, providing for the

termination of the dispute without

the requirement of future conditional

performance; and

6. binding, formally obligating the

parties to certain actions.

The text of the agreement served as

the primary data source for evaluating

the agreement's strength. Media ac-

counts and interview data supplemented

the analysis.

Implementation. Implementation of

the agreement is equally important for it

to be effective. The XX'ake County agree-

ment mandates that each board follow

specific procedures in the initial year to

settle the budget dispute and in subse-

quent \ears to prevent future conflict. A
year-by-year analysis of the agreement's

thirteen provisions was conducted to de-

termine if, and to what extent, they were

implemented. The analysis drew on bud-

get documentation and interviews with

the budget staff of both boards. Budget

documentation indicated the amount

appropriated each year and any requests

for tax rate increases. Budget staff con-

firmed if budgetary' procedures pertaining

to revenue projections, disbursements,

and adjustments were followed.

Goals. The agreement's goals were

not documented in 1997. Consequently

an interview instrument was designed to

determine what the original goals of the

agreement were, what their relative

importance was, if and how the goals

were achieved, and if the agreement had

unanticipated effects. The instrument

included ten questions related to the

interviewees' involvement with either

the development of the agreement or the

implementation of the agreement's pro-

visions. Sixteen interviews were con-

ducted between November and March

2002: 5 with county- commissioners.
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Table 2. Relative Importance of Goals

Goal

Average School County
Overall Board Board
Weight Average Average

(%) (%) (%)

1 . Avoid litigation 8.85 8.57 9.07

2. Prevent future disputes 16.98 16.43 1741

3. Improve relationships between boards 16.67 15.71 17.41

4. Align public accountability 20.94 6.43 32.22

5. Establish predictable funding schedule 35.94 51.43 23.89

Interviewees weighed the relative importance of the goals by assigning points to each, so that the

total points for all five goals added to 1 00,

3 with school board members, 3 with

county board staff, 3 with school board

staff, and 2 with the attorneys of both

boards/- Five goals emerged (discussed

later)."" Interviewees each indicated the

relative importance of the goals by di-

vidmg 100 points among them.

Findings and Discussion

Judged by the sk characteristics described

earlier, the Wake Count)' agreement is

strong. It exhibits at least five of them

(see Table 1).

Results of the year-by-year analysis

demonstrate that the agreement also has

been well implemented. Both boards

have adhered to the agreement's thirteen

provisions. For example, consistent with

the second provision, in three of the five

years, the school board requested in-

creases in the school tax rate. The count)'

board approved the request in two of

those years and denied it in one (presum-

ably by a two-thirds vote of the commis-

sioners). Further, consistent with the third

provision, the county board annually

provided the school board with "an es-

timated revenue projection based on the

anticipated collections for the following

fiscal year."''*

Representatives of the two boards

overwhelmingly concurred that the

agreement effectively resolved the boards'

initial conflict—over local funding for

FY 1998. Interviewees noted that both

boards unanimously adopted the

agreement, citing that the final $117.9

million appropriation for FY 1998 gave

members of both boards what they

wanted. The compromise responded to

the increased enrollment that had re-

sulted from the county's growth, with-

out requiring a tax increase.

Despite this initial success, however,

there has been limited achievement of

the agreement's goals. As noted earlier,

an instrument designed to identif)' the

goals of the agreement found five:

1. To avoid litigation

2. To prevent future disputes

3. To improve relationships between

the boards

4. To "align public accountability"

(that is, to make the school board

accountable to the public for tax rate

increases)

5. To establish a predictable funding

schedule for the school system's

current expenses

The first one, avoiding litigation, is

rooted in G.S. 115C-431, which re-

quires mediation to resolve disputes,

and 94 percent of the interviewees con-

firmed It was a goal of the agreement.

The second and third goals—preventing

future disputes and improving the

relationship between the two boards

—

are typical goals of many dispute reso-

lution procedures, and 94 percent of the

interviewees agreed they also were goals

of the Wake County agreement. The

fourth goal, aligning public account-

ability for tax rate increases with school

board members, was reported by 81

percent of the interviewees, and the fifth

goal, establishing a predictable funding

schedule for the school system's current

expenses, was cited by 88 percent.

Notably the two boards prioritized

some goals differently (see Table 2). For

example, the most important overall

goal was to create a predictable system

for local funding of current expenses.

However, whereas school board repre-

sentatives considered this goal to be the

most important one, county board

representatives considered it less signifi-

cant than holding the school board

publicly accountable for tax rate in-

creases. Similarly, although the goal of

making the school board accountable

was second in overall importance and

most important to county board repre-

sentatives, it was least important to

school board representatives (nearly 60

percent assigned zero weight to it). In

spite of these differences, representatives

of the two boards agreed that preventing

future disputes and improving relation-

ships stood in third and fourth place,

respectively. Finally, although avoiding

litigation was cited as a goal by 94

percent of the interviewees, represen-

tatives of both boards scored it low in

importance.

Thus, although the Wake County

agreement has proved successful in

accomplishing some of its goals, it

has failed to achieve the goals con-

sidered most important to some key

stakeholders.

• All the interviewees confirmed that

neither board had taken legal action

over issues pertaining to school

funding since the agreement was

put into place, verifying that the

agreement's goal of avoiding

litigation was met.

• However, only 56 percent of the

interviewees believed that the goal of

preventing disputes was achieved as

a result of the agreement. Recent

history supports this. Disputes

erupted in FY 2001 and FY 2002

when the school board requested in-

creases in the school tax rate.

• An anticipated outcome of the agree-

ment was an improved relationship

between the two boards. Seventy-five

percent of the interviewees agreed

that relationships improved both

informally and formally. However, of

those, 70 percent reported that im-

provements occurred only initially;

relationships returned to their earlier,
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more volatile state following turn-

over on both boards.

• Although count}' board represen-

tatives intended the agreement in

part to make the school board pub-

licly accountable for funding, none

of the interviewees believed that this

goal was achieved. They overwhelm-

ingly agreed that the public still holds

the board of couno.' commissioners

accountable for increases in the

propert)' tax rate.

• Even though conflicts contmued to

occur, all the interviewees confirmed

that the agreement achieved its goal

of establishing a multiyear system of

predictable county funding of the

school board's current expenses.

Nonetheless, every school board

member interviewed also reported

that the current system was insuf-

ficient and failed to capture inflation

and growth in the schools accurately.

Recommendations for Wake
County and Others

Wake Count)- 's experience offers several

insights into development of an agree-

ment for resolving local budget disputes.

These are drawn from the results just re-

ported and from interMe\\s with a staff

member of the North Carolina School

Board Association and three school

board attorneys who ha\e helped craft

agreements in five other North Carolina

counties."'"

7. Turnover among board members

interferes with preventing conflicts and

improving relationships betw/een the two

boards. Turnover was the most fre-

quently cited reason for the Wake Counn-

agreement's not preventing disputes or

improving relationships between the

two boards in the long term. Newly

elected board members were reportedly

less knowledgeable about and committed

to the provisions of the agreement than

members involved in its de\elopment.

2. Shifting public accountability for tax

rate increases to school boards is not a

likely outcome. Considering the local

school finance structure in North

Carolina, shifting public accountabilir\-

for raising taxes to school boards ap-

pears unrealistic. It was widely agreed

that the Wake Counn- agreement failed

in this respect, despite the creation of a

school tax rate tied to the count}' 's

propert}' tax base. Two Wake County

representatives believe that greater

communication with the public on this

issue is needed.'" Other people believe

that the only way to establish clear lines

of authorit}' and accountabilit}' is to

change state law to grant school boards

tax-lev}ing power.''

3. Goal-setting should be a shared and

documented process. The interviewees

consistenriy agreed that members of both

boards were in accord on their

interpretation of the agreement. Yet, as

the analysis demonstrates, the boards

diverged on the agreement's goals and

the priorities among them. This high-

lights the realit}' that goals often differ

among key stakeholders to agreements.

It also suggests that express communi-

cation about these differences is not

common. Finally, evaluating goal

achievement is problematic when goals

are not documented up front. For these

reasons, disputing parties should discuss

and document their goals and anticipated

outcomes as they craft an agreement.

4. Parties to a dispute should consider

various funding-formula options. In tying

Wake County's appropriation directly

to growth in the propert}' tax base by

way of a school tax rate, members of

both boards attempted to accommodate

increases in school enrollment. Yet a

common argument among school board

representatives was that the count}''s

rates of growth and inflation did not

mirror those experienced by the school

system.'^ Instead, some suggested a

"school growth factor" that accurately

captures school growth and inflation.'"

.\lthough this analysis does not propose

a funding solution, it suggests that

parties should consider various options.

5. Parties to a dispute should consider a

multiyear agreement. Although the Wake
Count}- agreement did not achieve all its

goals, unanticipated effects reportedly

occurred as a result of its implementa-

tion. Members of both boards stated

that by establishing a minimum funding

level, the agreement provided an

opportunity for increased discussion

about other issues and more time for

getting work done.-"' Similarly, budget

staffs reported that the existence of a

predictable funding level allowe-H. for

timely planning.-"

Conclusion

Wake Count}- 's response to the political

conflict inherent in North Carolina's

local school finance structure offers an

example of a strong agreement that at

least had the potential to be implemented

successfully. Although the agreement has

not achieved all its goals, its establish-

ment of a predictable funding schedule

based on a school tax rate formula of-

fered some benefits. Ultimately any

agreement— even a strong one like Wake
County's— will encounter difficulties

because of the conflict inherent in a

system with divided responsibilities for

school funding.
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A Fond Farewell to Gladys Hall Coates

Gladys Hall Coates, who with her late husband, Albert, established and

nurtured the Institute of Government, died Wednesday, September 25,

2002, at her home in Chapel Hill. She was 100. (For an obituary, see the

Web supplement to this issue, available online at hrtp://ncinfo. iog.unc.edu/pubs/

electronicversions/pg/pgfal02/coates.pdf.)

Gladys Coates symbolized the

graciousness and gentility and all

that went with being a southern lady.

She was an enormous asset to UNC.

—William C. Friday,

president emeritus, UNC System

Mr. Coates used to characterize their

marriage by saying it was a match

of Tidewater, Virginia, with Swamp-

water, North Carolina.

—Henry Leiris, Kenan professor

emeritus. School of Government, and

a former director of the histitute

Above: Gladys Hall Coates.

Clockwise from top right: Mrs.

Coates with former UNC
Chapel Hill Chancellor Paul

Hardin; with Ann Sanders.

wife of former Institute

director John Sanders; with

Mr Coates at tlie tune of Ins

retirement in 1 962; and ivtth

Janet Mason, Gladys Hall

Coates Professor of Public Law
and Government, in 2001.

Albert and Gladys Coates were for

so long the heart and soul of the

Institute of Government, and their

philosophy and sound original vision

continue to be at the heart of what

we do to this day. We owe them an

enormous debt of gratitude, for

without them this unique institution

would never have been conceived or

have contributed so much to North

Carolina. Mrs. Coates had a won-

derful spirit and keen intelligence

that many of us were privileged to

share over the years. We will all miss

her presence among us.

—Michael R. Smith,

dean. School of Government

Unquestionably one of the most

important figures, along with

her beloved husband, Albert, in

Carolina's history.

—James Moesei;

chancellor, UNC Chapel Hill

Gladys Coates was a wonderful

woman whose life has been a symbol

of love, loyalty, courage, and

achievement. Everyone knew Gladys

complemented Albert's ideas with

her own cogent thoughts and

gracious personality.

—Elmer Oettinger, professor

e^neritus of public law and

government, UNC Chapel Hill,

a former student of Albert Coates,

and a former assistant director

of the Institute
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Off the Press
I'f. .^ViaBW-'«B»K-HB«f»«Wt>J'JlJi;tJtiM.3l

North Carolina Child

Support Statutes

Compiled hy Juhn L. Saxon

2002 • $35.00=^-

North Carolina

Child Support Statutes

Includes statutory provisions governing civil and

criminal actions for child support, establishment of

paternity, interstate enforcement of child support,

the child support enforcement program, and other

laws related to the establishment, modification,

and enforcement of child support orders. Also

contains notes regarding these statutory provisions,

the text of North Carolina's Child Support Guide-

lines, and a subject-matter index to the statutes.

Available on the Institute's Web site.

Performance Measures and
Benchmarks in Local

Government Facilities

Maintenance
Dai'id N. Amnions,

Erin S. Norfleet, and Brian T. Coble

2002 • $40.00 ^-

A joint venture of the Institute of

Government and the International

City/County Management Association

North Carolina Marriage

Laws and Procedures

Janet Mason

Fourth edition, 2002 • $10.50^^-

Catalogs performance measures— measures of

workload, output, and effectiveness— used by cities

and counties that have some of the best-managed

facilities maintenance operations in local government.

Also provides performance benchmarks— recom-

mended standards helpful to local governments as

they assess their own performance. Contains helpful

tables, figures, references, and a list of contacts in the

lurisdictions cited.

1

Performance Measures and
Benchmarks in Local Govei-nnient

Facilities Maintenance

North Cnrolinn

Marriage Laws

& Procedures

Recent Publications

Open Meetings and Local

Governments in North Carolina:

Some Questions and Answers

David M. Lawrence

2002 • $I4.00'^-

Social Services for Pregnant and

Parenting Adolescents: A Legal Guide

Antje M. Delliniier

2002 • Available exclusively online:

www.adolescentpregnancy.unc.edu/

Administrative and Financial Laws for

Local Government in North Carolina,

with CD-ROM
2001 edition, hardback • SHO.OO'^'

A summary of North Carolina law relating to the

capacity to marry and the requirements. Includes a

checklist for those about to marry and those who may

perform the marriage ceremony.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Subscribe to Popular Government and receive the

next three issues for $20.00*

Write to the Publications Sales Office, Institute of Government,

CB# 3330, UNC Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330

Telephone (919)966-4119

Fax (919)962-2707

E-mail salesisSiogmail. log.unc.edu

Web-site shopping cart https://iogpubs.iog.unc.edu/

Free catalogs are available on request. Selected articles are available

online at the Institute's Web site.

To receive an automatic e-mail announcement when new titles

are published, join the New Publications Bulletin Board Listserv

by visiting https://iogpubs.iog.unc.edu/ and scrolling to the

bottom of the page, or view all School of Government listservs

at www.iog.unc.edu/listservs.htm.

*N.C. residents add 6.5% sales tax.

Prices Include shipping and handling.
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The Institute of Government Foundation, Inc.

HELP meet the CHALLENGE!
For a limited time, buy a brick, honor a faculty member, put your name

on a room, make a gift of any amount

—

and double its value.

Until Slimmer 2003, a generous challenge grant will match

individual, corporate, association, and foundation gifts and pledges

dollar-for-dollar, up to a total of $1 million! These funds will help

purchase new furnishings and special equipment

for the renovated and expanded Knapp Building,

and cover landscaping and other construction

needs not supported by state appropriations.

Send your contribution or pledge to the Institute of Government Foundation—Building Fund, UNC Chapel

Hill, CB# 3330 Knapp Bldg., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330. For more information and to contribute on-line,

visit www.iog.unc.edu.

For information on naming opportunities and engraved bricks, contact Ann C. Simpson, telephone (919)

966-9780, fa.x (919) 962-8800, or e-mail simpson@iogmail.iog.unc.edu.
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